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Commentary
P -r HE past month has been one of considerable " board -
1 room " activity. The Atomic Energy Authority has

taken over the responsibility for atomic energy research
and development and the Independent Television Authority
has been formed.

The former event, while of considerable interest since
the atomic energy establishments are the centres of some
of the most interesting electronic research and develop-
ment, is not likely to have any great significance in the
near future; it is more in the nature of a regrouping of
forces than a major change, and the programme of research
and development is not likely to be disrupted or modified
to any great extent.

The passing of the Television Bill, which received the
Royal Assent on 30 July, and the setting up of the
Independent Television Authority is of more immediate
concern. To quote the Financial Times: "So ends a dis-
pute which has been going on for the best part of two
years, in the course of which probably more irrelevancies
have been uttered than on almost any other issue in modern
times." This is, unfortunately, only too true and, as the
bill now stands, it is fairly certain that the I.T.A. is assured
of a hard and possibly hazardous life. The constitution of
the Authority has been announced in the national Press
and, at this stage, it can only be said that the members are
a " mixed bag " of persons highly competent in their own
spheres. How well they will adapt themselves to their new
task time alone will tell; that they have little knowledge or
experience of television is inevitable, but this should prove
of little consequence, providing they are wise in their choice
of advisers and senior employees.

From the more technical viewpoint it is impossible to
make any comment at the moment as there is, as yet, no
indication of what form commercial television will take;
whether the transmissions will be over a national network,
or be of more local interest and be over a number of
regional networks.

Whatever one's feelings towards sponsored programmes,
the argument is now over and it can only be hoped that this
new venture will provide a sufficient revenue to develop
and exploit television more adequately than the BBC has
been able to do with its strictly limited finances.

The National Radio Show takes place at Earl's Court
from 25 August to 4 September, and it is likely that this
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year's event will have a greater appeal to the general public
than any of recent years. There is certain to be a great
deal of interest in television receivers capable of reception
in the higher frequency bands where the I.T.A. will operate
and in radio receivers suitable for reception of the pro-
posed F.M. transmissions. Technical interest will be pro-
vided by observing the methods by which the various
manufacturers have solved the many problems presented
by these two new fields. There will also be a large number
of servicemen interested in test equipment for these higher
frequencies, which points to a problem which is, perhaps,
not given quite as much attention as it deserves.

Modern domestic radio and television equipment is
becoming more and more complex. It is indeed a far cry
from the three-valver of twenty years or so ago to a
modern television receiver. The fault-finding and repair tech-
niques and test equipment are equally far removed; the
days of the wet finger technique are well behind. The
introduction of Band III and IV television, V.H.F., F.M.
and, possibly in the not very distant future, colour tele-
vision will throw a considerable burden upon the technical
knowledge of the serviceman and will also involve con-
siderable expenditure on test gear. True, it will result in an
increase in trade, but it will also present a difficult problem
especially to the smaller business.

A great deal of attention and publicity has, in recent
times, been given to the training and education of engineers
and technologists, but this has mostly been concerned with
those at graduate level. If all this complex new equipment
is to be maintained in a manner that is a credit to the
industry, a similar effort must be directed towards the train-
ing of servicemen; the qualified service engineer should be
given a more widely recognized status and the set
manufacturers should make a more rigorous effort to
ensure that their appointed agents are staffed by qualified
persons.

It is well, too, to remember that in time of war or
national emergency it is the civilian servicemen who will
form the hard core of the Service wireless and radar
maintenance sections.

The set designer, too, has his part to play by keeping the
servicing aspect well in mind during the design stages. In
the case of the more complex equipment there is probably
much to be said for the more widespread use of sub-
assemblies which can be easily replaced by factory
reconditioned units.
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The Design and Construction of the

Manchester University Digital Computor
By K. Lonsdale*

The basic principles of operation of the Manchester University Computor are outlined, although
it has been necessary to omit some of the more involved facilities of the actual machine. An
explanation is given of the binary system of numbers and the reasons for its use. The method
of working of the more important parts of the machine such as the memory units are explained

as is the type of electronic circuits employed in the machine.

THE construction of this computor, using storage units
of the type developed by Professor F. C. Williams and

his associates at Manchester University, was started during
the summer of 1949 and the machine was completed and
brought into operation at Manchester University in July,
1951.

A computor is basically a high speed adding machine,
capable of performing arithmetic operations at very high
speed. Using a human operator, it would be difficult to take
advantage of this high speed because, inevitably, the vast
majority of time spent on a problem would be that which
the human operator requires to make his decisions. The
main problem in constructing a fully automatic computor
becomes the design of suitable circuits to control the arith-
metical operations in the manner prescribed by the mathe-
matician, but at a speed which takes full advantage of the
speed of the calculating circuits. A medium has to be
found which will hold the necessary instructions, and is
capable of issuing such instructions at the rate at which
the machine operates. In the case of the Manchester
machine this is achieved by means of electrostatic storage
registers. There are several storage registers of this type
in the machine. The main storage consists of eight cathode-
ray tubes, each capable of storing 1 280 binary digits
arranged in 64 lines of 20 binary digits each. Each of
these lines may be considered as a number of 20 digits
length or approximately capable of representing a num-
ber of a magnitude of 10 to the sixth. Alternatively, a
20 digit location on a store may represent an instruction
the machine is to obey. To ensure that instructions and
numbers are handled in the correct manner and sequence,
as dictated by the mathematician, a further store is in-
cluded called the control store, and thirdly, a store called
the accumulator is needed to receive the sums after arith-
metic functions have been performed. Fig. 1 shows the
layout of a basic machine equipped with three storage
elements, as just described. There are more facilities in
the complete computor, but this article will be restricted
to this limited computor.

Before describing the method of operation of this
machine, let us 'divert briefly to explain the binary system
of numbers and the reason for its adoption in digital corn-
putors. As the purpose is to achieve high calculating
speeds, electronics is the obvious medium to use. The
only means to impart information must hence be via
electronic circuits, capable of assuming more than one
stable state. While it is possible to design electronic cir-
cuits with ten stable states, thus making a decimal com-
putor possible, it is much easier to design reliable
electronic circuits with only two stable states, thus
causing the designer to make digital computors an a binary
scale. The binary system itself is simple to understand, as
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it is in direct analogy with the decimal system. A decimal
number is divided into its digital components by assigning
the appropriate number to its units, tens, hundreds, and so
on. For instance, the number 987 has seven units, eight
tens and nine hundreds. We may note that it has seven
times 10° plus 8 times 101 plus 9 times 102. Similarly,
a binary number 1101 has 1 times 2° plus 0 times 2' plus
1 times 22 plus 1 times 23, which is 1 plus 4 plus 8 = 13.

Returning now to our simple machine, first assume that
by some means the necessary instructions and numbers
have been inserted in the main storage register. In
general, the numbers will be in one part of this register
and the instructions in another, and arranged in the
sequence in which they are used. What is required to be
done is to select the first of the instructions out of the main
store register, to examine it and to interpret its meaning,
which will be something like " take the number in storage
location X and add it to the number in the accumulator."
Readers must understand that instead of " add " such an
order may include any of the other functions which are
associated with the accumulator store. To read such an
instruction, to interpret it and then to perform the oper-
ation asked for, is done sequentially in a number of beats.
Each beat lasts one number or instruction length of 20
digits, called a " word " and is also the time occupied by
the X time -base sweep on all storage tubes. As the basic
repetition frequency of the machine is 100kc /s, and each
digit of 10 microseconds length, each beat takes 200 micro-
seconds plus 40 microseconds " black -out time," the latter
being needed in between words to allow time -bases on the
cathode-ray tubes to switch to the next line required.

If a word denotes a number then the machine will inter-
pret it as a 20 digit binary number with the least significant
digit occurring in the first 10 microseconds of the beat
and of ascending binary significance towards the end of the
beat. If it is an instruction then the 20 digits which are
available are divided up to act on suitable selection cir-
cuits which determine line and tube selection and function
to be obeyed. The first 5 digits determine the line, the
next 4 the tube and the last 6 the function. The remaining
4 digits in the middle are used for a special facility which
is outside the scope of the elemental machine under dis-
cussion.

Reverting to the sample instruction which asks the
machine to take the number in storage location X and to
add this to the contents of the accumulator. In the store,
in this case on the first line on the first tube because a
problem is just commencing-is this instruction. In the
first 10 digits of the instruction is defined the address of
the number which we wish to take to the accumulator and
in the last 6 digits is the binary code which operates the
circuit to perform the required function, the adder. The
machine approaches the problem of performing a com-
plete operation in two steps. The first step is
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to extract the next instruction to be obeyed from
the main store, the second step is to use the infor-
mation contained in this instruction to control the
functions of the machine, and then to perform the oper-
ation thus specified. Each of these two steps is performed
in two beats. A complete machine operation hence con-
sists of four beats and is called a " bar " of operation.
The actual mechanism of storage is explained later in this
article, but for the present purpose it can be stated that
during any beat it is possible to extract information con-
tained in the particular line scanned by the X time -base.

controlling instruction pulse train. The staticizors are
thus divided in the same manner as an instruction, i.e.,
the first 6 are line staticizors, the next 4 are tube staticizors
and the last 6 are function staticizors. It is this chain of
staticizors which controls the Y time -base, the tube selec-
tor circuits and the selection of the function to be per-
formed. It will be appreciated that it requires the full
duration of a word to set this chain of staticizors and that
neither they nor the circuits controlled by them can attain
the configuration of the controlling instruction until the
end of such an instruction beat: They are, however, ready
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Fig. 1. Basic machine equipped with three storage elements

Conversely it is possible to insert other information. The
two actions are completely analogous to reading infor-
mation from, or writing information into the store.

The actual line is selected by the Y time -base and a
tube selector circuit which achieves selection by applying
a negative voltage to the grids of non -selected cathode-ray
tubes. Both the above circuits have to exert their selective
influence for the duration of a whole beat at a time; but
as previously explained they have to be controlled by the
first 10 digits of an instruction which exists only as a pulse
train. The need arises to convert the information con-
tained in such a pulse train into static form; this is done
by the " staticizors."

A staticizor is a flip-flop which is normally reset into
one of its stable states and is triggered into its opposite
state if a pulse is applied to its input terminal. There are
20 such staticizors, one to each digit position in a word.
Suitable gates are incorporated at the input terminal to
each staticizor so that a trigger is only passed on if a
" 1 " is present in the appropriate digit position on the

to take complete control of the machine in the beat follow-
ing the instruction beat.

It has been shown how an instruction pulse train which
is applied to the staticizors during one beat may control
the machine in the succeeding beat and stipulated that all
instructions are assembled sequentially in the main store
in the order in which they are required to be obeyed, i.e.,
the first instruction is on line 1 on store 0, the next on line
2, etc. The part of the machine used to control the extrac-
tion of these instructions from the store is the control
register which is a cathode-ray tube store capable of storing
two 20 digit lines. The first of these contains the address
of the last instruction to be obeyed. In the example this
would be zero. In the first beat a " 1 " is added to this
(current instruction) line, and the resulting number is routed
to the line and tube staticizors. In beat 2 " the
staticizors will control the selection circuits, i.e., line 1 on
store 0 will be illuminated and the contents of this line
read off into the other (present instruction) line on the
control register. This is the first instruction and is routed
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to the staticizors in beat " 3." In beat " 4 " the
staticizors control the required operation. This completes
the first bar. Unless the function part of the just com-
pleted instruction contained the " stop code," the machine
will automatically initiate the next bar. A " 1 " will be
added to the current instruction line resulting in the extrac-
tion of the second instruction from the main store. This
action will continue until the machine encounters a stop
instruction signifying the completion of the particular
problem. The 4 beats are thus defined as follows:

(1) Add 1 to current instruction line (c.i. line) and
set line and tube staticizors.

(2) Take the number thus indicated from the store and
place it in the present instruction line (p.i. line).

(3) Take the contents of the P.I. line and with it set all
the staticizors.

(4) Obey the staticized information.
Earlier in this article the main fast storage medium of the
machine was referred to as being in the form of cathode-
ray tubes. These are a special form of tube manufactured
for the purpose and to very close tolerances. The manner
in which such a tube is used as a store is as follows :

Primary
Electron
Beam

S= Secondary
Electrons

Primary Electron Beam
moved fromA -B

S

/ A
Secondary

electrons tilling
'A spot

Fig. 2. Action of electrons on screen of storage tube

The tube is mounted in a conventional manner and sup-
plied with deflexion voltages on its plate system so as to
scan a raster. The screen is totally covered by a metal
plate, spaced some small distance from it. This is a pick-
up plate, insulated from earth and is connected to the
input of a high gain amplifier. The store works on the
following principles. The tube is operated at an accelerat-
ing voltage such that the secondary emission ratio of the
screen is greater than one. If an electron beam hits this
screen more electrons will leave it than are impingeing
on it via the beam and the potential distribution will be
as shown. (Fig. 2). It will " dig " a " well ". If the beam
is removed then this well will proceed to fill in slowly,
but if the beam should return within less than about 1/5
second then the potential distribution will be substantially
unchanged. If we now, instead of keeping the beam on this
one spot, move it away slowly, then the well will travel
from A to B filling in behind it as it goes along. There-
fore, by considering the screen of the cathode-ray tube to
have a lot of A spots which are regularly looked at by
means of a system of deflexion potentials applied to the
plates, the beam can be arranged to encounter a well or
a filled spot totally dependent upon whether a small A -B

deflexion was applied to the spot the last time the scanning
occurred. Looking now at the output of the pick-up plate
amplifier, this will be found to show regular waveforms
which are dependent upon what is happening on the screen.
If the scanning spot is looking at a well on the screen
then the output becomes negative. If, however, it looks
at a filled spot then the output becomes positive All that
remains to be done to make the system regenerative is to
arrange for a discriminating circuit in such a manner. that
if the positive signal appears on scanning an A spot then

the spot is drawn out to B leaving a filled spot for the
next scan, which repeats the process and so on. In this way
it is possible to keep a particular pattern of charges on
the screen of a store. The operation is purely a sequen-
tial one, as the beam of the cathode-ray tube is directed
only at one spot at a time. The output of the amplifier
will denote the presence or absence of a well and arrange-
ments are made to leave that particular spot in the state in
which it was found before the beam is caused to move
to the next spot. The total time occupied in searching a
spot and rewriting is 7iisec-the beam is then caused to
move on to the next storage digit in the following 3,usec,
during which time it has to be blacked out so as to avoid
any unwanted filling during the period of its movement.
In this fashion it is found possible to store 1 280 digit
elements on the face of a 6in cathode-ray tube, these being
arranged in 64 20 digit lines, which are arranged in two
blocks of 32 lines each side by side. The order of scan-
ning is from the top left-hand corner to the end of the
first line, then the line below it, and so through the left-
hand column and then through the right-hand column in
a similar manner. During the time when the beam is travel-
ling from the end of the previous line to the beginning of
the next, the beam is blacked out and 40usec are allowed
for it to cover the distance. The total time needed to scan
a " raster " of 64 lines is lOusec per digit plus 40usec
between lines-a total of 240,usec per line or 12.8msec per
raster.

From the description of the basic machine it remains
to explain just how a particular line in the main store is
selected, bearing in mind that it is necessary to fulfil all
the time the storage condition of leaving no spot unscanned
for longer than 1/5 second, or rather less in order to retain
a safety margin. As stated the machine works on a four
beat system. During the first beat all the machine does is
to add 1 to control, therefore the main stores are free to
be scanned for regeneration purposes. During the second
beat the instruction is obtained from the store and the line
scanned in the main store must be under control of the
staticizors. During the third beat the contents of the
P.I. line in control are transferred to the staticizors and
the stores again unused and hence available for regenera-
tion. Lastly, in the fourth beat the store is again used
to extract the number required en route to the accumula-
tor. Thus the four beat system is split up into 2 " scan "
beats and 2 " action " beats. The time -base is so arranged
that during scan beats it is under control of a separate
counter chain consisting of 6 flip-flops called the regenera-
tion counters. During action beats the time -base is under
control of the staticizors. In operation the scan counters
receive a trigger pulse during every action period, that is,
in between the times they are going to be in control of
the time -bases. This means that after every action period
when any line in the store may be selected, the scan period
select the line which is next to the one previously scanned.
As the machine proceeds in its computation every line in
the main store is scanned and hence regenerated sequen-
tially. Line 0 first, then line 1, then line 2, etc. As there
are 8 main stores this procedure would require not 6 but
9 counters in the regeneration counter chain, and also as
there must be 480 microseconds between the start of the
scan on one line and the start of the scan on the next, it
would take a total of just over 0.245 seconds to scan the
whole store and information would be lost. To avoid
this, all 8 stores are arranged to be scanned in parallel,
that is, line 0 on all 8 stores first, and so on, which re-
duces the number of counters required to 6, and causes
any one line in the main stores to be regenerated at 32
millisecond intervals. The stores are selected by con-
trolling the grids of the cathode-ray tubes so that only
the selected store has its screen illuminated. During action
beats this selection is controlled by the tube staticizors and
during scan beats all tubes are brightened.
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The Magnetic Drum
The method of using the 8 main storage tubes to perform

a computation has been explained. As the total digit
capacity of these 8 stores is only 10 240, the information
that could be contained in such a working space would
be sufficient only for calculations extending over fractions
of a minute. A method is hence needed for replenishing
this information at a high speed and for this purpose the
magnetic drum has been developed.

The magnetic drum is a copper cylinder some 12in in
height and 10in in diameter, coated with a very pure
nickel plating. It is mounted on ball bearings at either
end and rotated about its vertical axis at some 2 000 rev/
min in synchronism with the machine, that is, one revo-
lution of the drum is timed so as to take the same interval
as the continuous and sequential scanning of 2 stores, i.e.,
representing 128 lines of 240usec duration each. The
drum has associated with it 256 magnetic heads, each of
which is arranged over 256 imaginary annular rings on
the wheel spaced I / 32in apart and 12 thousands of an
inch wide. In order to commit information to the wheel
an alternating digit current is applied to the writing coil
in the head in which in its turn magnetizes the nickel on
the surface of the wheel in a corresponding manner. Con-
versely, a magnetized annular ring or track on the wheel
will induce corresponding alternating voltages in a pick-
up coil in the head. Any of the magnetic heads can be
selected at will and caused to be connected to any of the
8 stores and achieve what is called a half transfer. That
is, only one store full of information is put on a track
capable of holding the contents of two stores, or con-
versely the information contained in half a track may be
transferred into one store, the two modes of operation
corresponding to a " write '' transfer and a " read " trans-
fer. Alternatively the contents of two consecutively
numbered stores may be associated in transfers to and from
a complete magnetic track.

The method used to get information into the computor
is by means of a teleprinter tape. There are alternative
ways, such as the use of cards and magnetic tape, but we
are not at present using them.

The problem facing the engineer who designs input and
output machinery is that it is at this juncture that the
transition from mechanical to electronic speeds in handling
has to be faced. Commonly used teleprinter equipment
operates at a speed little over 6 characters per second,
each character, of course, being represented by a location
hole on the teleprinter tape and 5 hole positions associated
with it. As a hole may be present or not, it can represent
a binary digit, which gives a 5 digit binary number per
character on the tape. Four such characters go to make
up a 20 digit binary number or the contents of a store line.
The reading of the information from the tape is done in
a photo -electric reader. This consists of a tape feeding
mechanism which advances the characters one at a time so
as to align with a row of 5 holes in a base -plate over
which the tape is passing, the 5 holes being drilled coinci-
dent with the hole positions of the tape. Underneath the
base -plate are arranged 5 photocells, each illuminated via
one hole only. The illumination is provided by an electric
lamp over the tape. Light from this lamp can reach a
photocell only if the corresponding hole in the paper tape
has been punched out, unpunched holes prevent a signal
from reaching the photocells. The ouput signals from
the 5 photocells are D.C. potentials and remain stable for
as long as the tape is stationary. These potentials arc
amplified and then applied to a serializing or dynamicizing
circuit which transforms the information into a 5 digit pulse
train. The stores in the meanwhile have been regenerating
and waiting. As soon as the character is aligned over the
photocells a signal from the reader initiates a bar of oper-
ations in the machine, during one of whose beats the

dynarnicized 5 digit pulse train from the reader is routed
into the accumulator. To read the succeeding character,
the reader is now stepped on and the machine relapses
into its regenerative waiting period until a new signal from
the reader signifies the alignment of the next character,
which is then read off in the same manner as before. This
regenerative configuration of the machine is, of course,
necessary to retain information in the stores. In the
absence of an actual operation being performed the mecha-
nism of the computor is always arranged to relapse into
a purely regenerative cycle in which all stores are scanned
continuously over and over again. For each step of the
reader the machine requires the requisite instruction. As
many characters are required to make up a complete store
full of information, a complete programme is required to
assign each 5 digit number to its correct destination as it
arrives. The photo -electric reader used is actually a special
piece of equipment designed for the computor.

The normal teleprinter type tape reader operates by
drawing the tape along by means of a small ratchet which
engages in the alignment holes. The information holes
are sensed by 5 small spring loaded plungers which we
mechanically connected to contacts. A plunger, on
encountering a hole in the tape, rises due to its spring pres-
sure and makes the contact. In the present reader not
only have these plungers been replaced by photo -electric
cells and a light source, but the ratchet has been replaced
by an electromagnetic system. The drive is applied to
the tape by friction from a roller which itself is driven by
a differential gear train. The gears in turn are con-
tinually driven by an electric motor. By applying electro-
magnetic brakes to the correct points in the gear train, the
roller may be driven or rested at will. The control voltages
required are derived from a sixth photocell situated under
the location hole position of the tape. The two advantages
of the system are that the gear train is always rotating and
that inertia losses are small either in accelerating or deceler-
ating the tape, a factor which makes high speeds possible.
Secondly, as no ratchets tear the tape, its life is prolonged
much beyond the normal life of teleprinter tape, a very
important factor when a large and frequently used " tape
library " is necessary to operate a machine economically.
The reader is capable of reading 200 characters per second
as against the 7 characters of its purely mechanical counter-
part.

In the output mechanism a page -teleprinter and tape
punch are utilized. The method of feeding these with the
requisite information has to be done by a programme
which causes the 5 digit inputs to this apparatus to be
energized in the correct sequence. Again, as in the reader,
the machine regenerates while the teleprinter or punch
complete their mechanical cycles.

Electronic Circuit Design
As previously mentioned, owing to the fact that the

computor operates in the binary scale, all valves are
required to have only two recognizable states of operation.
The two states most obvious to use are " fully conducting "
on the one hand, and " fully non -conducting " on the other.
By making the valve most commonly used a pentode, it is
possible to choose an anode load such that the valve
" bottoms " in its fully conducting condition. The valve
types used are the Mullard EF50 and EF55 pentodes, and
the EA50 diode. Taking as an illustration an EF50 (see
Fig. 3) assuming a pulse train of amplitude greater than
10 volts, and with its most positive level at, or slightly
above earth, the anode waveforms of such a valve would
be of about 280 volts amplitude as the anode would bottom
at or about 20 volts. A potential divider between this
anode and the grid of the following cathode -follower, is
such that the lowest negative pulse voltage becomes minus
60 volts or greater, while the diode ensures that the top
level is at earth. The same pulse at the cathode of the
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Fig. 3. Typical pentode on -off circuit

cathode -follower will have a voltage excursion positive to
earth by the amount of the grid base of the cathode -
follower under the current conditions determined by its
cathode load. It is such an output pulse which is applied
to input grids of pentodes in various diverse parts of the
computor. The slightly positive excursion ensured by the
cathode -follower is one of the safety measures taken to
make quite sure of switching " on " any pentode which
receives the pulse train. A negative excursion of 60 volts
or thereabouts depends, of course, on the value of the
potential divider, but it is possible to use standard 20 per
cent tolerance calculations and still make sure that 60
volts or more negative excursions are achieved, yet that the
pulse train on its positive swing crosses earth and enables
the diode to clip it at earth. In practice, while calculations
are made for 20 per cent resistors, 10 per cent resistors
are used throughout. The 60 volt pulse generator is, of
course, far bigger than is necessary to cut off either of the
pentode types described above, but it is most useful when
applied to the suppressor of an EF50 which has a sup-
pressor base of about 55 to 60 volts. Where a pulse is
to be applied to grids only, it has to be greater than 20
volts to give a safety margin, especially if one bears in
mind that about 4 or 5 volts are positive to earth and
hence of no use in cutting a valve off. In general these
lower amplitude pulse trains have also the highest repeti-
tion frequencies. They are usually formed with an EF55
which has a lower anode load than the EF50 and whose
anode is caught with a reverse diode at 50 volts. This
results in a 30 volt pulse at the anode which after either
D.C. restoration or potential dividing is fed into a cathode -
follower grid, as before.

The flip-flop or staticizor circuit is an extension of the

Fig. 4. Flip-flop or staticizor circuit

-1- 300V +300V

-150y
7.

EF50 circuit shown. Two pentodes are used and the cross
connexions are taken from the anode of one valve to the
suppressor of the other, leaving the grids free for the
application of trigger pulses. The same circuit in its
counter version has a further resistance -capacitance net-
work added to each anode, which ensures that only the
grid of the conducting valve gets the negative trigger
pulse. The action is as follows : Referring to Fig. 4,
assume that V, is fully conducting and therefore V2 is
cut off. The anodes of both diodes A and B are at earth,
owing to the dioding action of the valve grids. The cathode
of diode A will be at about plus 5 volts, whereas the
cathode of diode B will be at some plus 60 volts, owing to
the action of the resistor chains R1, R2 and R. and R.. It
is clear that if a trigger pulse of amplitude greater than 5
volts, and less than 60 volts, is applied at the trigger termi-
nal, then it will be transferred only on to the grid of valve
V which is what is required to put the circuit into its
other stable state. The capacitors C, and C2 are there to
ensure a slow change of the masking voltage on the diode
cathodes. The purpose of this rather elaborate seeming
version of an already well-known circuit is its operation
when several of these circuits are operated in cascade as
a counter chain. In that case the waveform on the sup-
pressor of V,, would be cathode -followed and applied to
the trigger terminal of the succeeding counter. Now, it
is characteristic of unmasked counters that as the trigger
is applied to both grids via differentiating circuits, the cir-
cuit begins its transition from one state to another until
it attains an equilibrium state halfway in between. At
that stage the deciding factor determining which way the
counter will go, is entirely the different state of charge
of the capacitors coupling the respective anodes to the
opposite suppressors. The whole action, however, causes
a short reversal of the anode motions of either valve at
the equilibrium position, resulting in waveforms contain-
ing a small zigzag on each vertical edge. In a circuit
designed for negative triggering, as the above, a negative
edge would be contained in the waveform triggering the
next counter, at a time when the changeover is actually
positive going, and hence no counter trigger should be
passed on. It is to avoid this undesirable state of affairs
that the masked counter has been evolved.

T1ME-BASES
The 1 280 storage digits on each cathode-ray tube are

grouped in 64 lines of 20 digits each. These lines are
arranged in two columns of 32 lines side by side. The
requirements of the X time -base are that the time -base
potential must be stable during the time that a particular
digit is inspected and re -written, as the case may be. It
must then move on quickly to the next digit position and
so on, until 20 digits at a time are scanned. The time -
base waveform required to do this is the staircase -like
waveform shown in Fig. 5(a). The circuit for achieving
such a waveform is shown in Fig. 5(b). As will be readily
recognized, this consists of a Miller integrator type time -
base valve which has a cathode -follower to drive the feed-
back capacitor, the purpose of this cathode -follower being
solely to achieve a faster flyback time. The run down is
initiated by the return to earth of the suppressor of the
Miller valve at the beginning of each 20 digit period and
is completed at the end of this period by returning the
suppressor to minus 60 volts. The waveform is the 40
microsecond blackout period, mentioned previously as
being necessary to ensure correct working of the time -
bases. The waveform which causes the time -base to pause
in each of the digit positions is one of the basic waveforms
called the dash waveform, this being at 100kc/s repetition
frequency and its mark -space ratio being determined
entirely by storage considerations. This waveform is
applied to the diode, as shown on the diagram, causing
diode 2 to open -circuit whenever the waveform goes nega-
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tive. This causes the time -base to hesitate at whatever
potential it happens to be because the Miller capacitor
time -constant becomes infinite. As the dash waveform is
fixed in time with respect to the blackout waveform, and
as the Miller anode is accurately caught with a diode at
its upper excursion, the resulting time -base will have the
hesitating steps always at identical voltage levels and hence
the same spots on the cathode-ray tube will be accurately
illuminated. The remainder of the circuit shown consists
of paraphase valves which again employ the principle of

+300V
4200V +200V

""-vvv,

6 Dash
Waveform

+200V

+300V Blo cic-
out

Wave-
form

-150V

+300V +300V
+200V

-1 50V

Fig. 5. Staircase waveform and generator

r-Lx

+300V

the cathode -follower driving the feedback circuit, in order
to obtain a low output impedance.

The Y time -base circuit has to be rather different as it
must obey the staticizors at one time, and the regeneration
counters at another. Moreover, a particular configuration
of the staticizors must align the time -base on one particu-
lar line-Fig. 6 illustrates the principle used. As there
are 32 lines to be selected, 5 separate channels are employed.
In each channel a double pentode switch feeds a diode
which is part of the time -base selector mechanism. The
time -base itself is an anode -follower with the cathode -
follower in the feedback loop, commonly called by us an
`' anode -cathode follower." To the grid are connected
the anodes of 5 diodes to the cathodes of which are con-
nected 5 resistors to a negative voltage. These resistors
are graded in magnitude so as to draw currents from the
grid in a binary ascending scale. That is, the largest of
these resistors is made such that its inclusion or removal

from the anode -follower moves the anode voltage by an
amount equivalent to the space in between lines on the
cathode-ray tube, or about 2 volts. The next resistor will
be half the value of the largest and thus will cause a move-
ment at the anode equivalent to 2 lines. The third resistor
will cause an equivalent movement of 4 lines, and so on,
so that the smallest resistor is equivalent to 16 lines. It
now becomes obvious that by the application of negative
or positive potentials to any of the companion diodes
DB to D10, any combination of resistors connected to the
negative ine may be incorporated in the anode -follower
circuit, and thus any potential equivalent between the range
of line 0 to line 31 may be obtained, this being equivalent

+ 300V
4-200V

Neg.ative

dueg tr-0-
dation

Stet is ism Regeneration
Counter

Negative
during
act ion

-15 V -15.V

2

a -150V 03

4

D9 Cri 0a

0 -isov OS

+34OV 4-

+200V

I

16

-150V -150V

Fig. 6. Principle used for alignment of Y time -base

to saying that any desired line on the cathode-ray tube
may be selected for scanning at will. The double pentode
switches, one of which is also shown, have their anodes
connected to a common load, which means that either
valve conducting will cause this potential to fall to some
plus 20 volts and via the potential divider permit the com-
panion diode to open -circuit and hence the relevant nega-
tive going resistor to become part of the time -base anode -
follower. The suppressor of one of the switching pentodes
is kept negative and the pentode put out of action during
regeneration beats. On the grid of this pentode is applied
the output of the staticizor which is associated in magnitude
to the anode -follower resistor controlled by the particular
switch. The other pentode has its suppressor kept nega-
tive during action periods and to its grid is applied the
output of the regeneration counter of the same significance
as the staticizor, for example, the smallest anode -follower
leak controlling 16 lines at a time will be controlled by a
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pentode switch which has staticizor 5 and counter 5 as
its controlling waveforms. The action of the circuit is
that during regeneration periods the regeneration counter
controls the anode voltage of the switching pentodes, and
hence the line selection, and during action periods the
staticizors perform the same function on the identical cir-
cuit element, namely, the feedback resistor in the anode -
follower. It is most important that the same line physically
on the cathode-ray tube is illuminated to a very high
accuracy, to achieve which would be impossible should it
be attempted to use separate circuits
for the two modes of operation.
The output of the time -base anode -
cathode follower, paraphased in the
same Manner as the X time -base by
means of further anode -cathode
followers. The formation of two
columns is achieved by inserting a
double pentode switch controlling a
feedback resistor in a suitable point in
the X time -phase paraphase circuits.
The control being under the sixth
counter and staticizor. This is com-
monly called the column shift wave-
form, as it affects the shifting
between the two columns of 32 lines.

Mechanical Construction
In an equipment of the type

described, the foremost considera-
tion of the designer must be to
design his circuits with as much
safety margin as he can possibly
provide for. He rates his valves
and his components conservatively,
not only from the point of view of
tolerances, but also in respect of
wattage loadings of resistors and
voltage ratings of capacitors. To take
this process logically a step nearer
perfection, he also mounts his com-
ponents so that they are not sub-
jected to their maximum rated heat
and also that they are not subject
to vibration. The construction of
the Manchester University machine
was carried out with all those points
very much in the foreground in the
mind of the designer. Coupled with
this, it was recognized that one
could not hope to have some 1 800
pentodes and 2 200 diodes in
operation without failures occur-
ring, such failures having to be
found with the utmost speed and
repaired easily. The mechanical
design illustrated in Fig. 7
was evolved. The open chassis
construction, and the method
in which the chassis are mounted on the doors,
make for good accessibility when servicing. All components
are completely surrounded by air and are kept cool by an
air stream which enters at the base of the computor and
is extracted at the top by a fan. The doors themselves are
rigid castings to ensure freedom from vibrations, and are
themselves mounted on sturdy frames. Pulse leads and
power supplies are taken to the door by flexible leads
which have been very carefully tested to ensure their
reliability under repeated flexing. The method in which
leads are taken from the doors to a junction with the hori-
zontal ducts which run along the whole of the computor,
is shown clearly in Fig. 7. The lower half of the frames

has locations for cathode-ray tube stores and time -bases,
as well as two small doors to house electronic circuits imme-
diately associated with either, as the case may be. The
mechanical size of these units is somewhat larger than
that required for the upper structure of the framework,
thus providing convenient ledges to run the horizontal
ducts previously mentioned. The complete machine con-
sists of 5 racks identical in construction to that shown,
and a sixth rack which is slightly modified to contain the
magnetic drum. The racks are bolted together end to end,

Fig. 7. One rack of the computor

and for convenience are arranged in two parallel bays of
three racks each. High tension and other power supplies
are routed along a busbar system at the top of the racks.
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A General Purpose Monitor and Trigger
By P. Gleghorn, B.Sc.(Eng.)

A general purpose monitor, using uniselectors and relays is described. It is designed to give
warning if less than a certain number of impulses (in this case 11) are received in a given time. The
impulses are supplied by a trigger switch, in the present instance being operated by a patient's
respiratory movements. If the monitor registers a predetermined drop in respiratory rate, a patient -
cycled respirator (Donald and Lord; Donald and Young') can he automatically brought into action

and is governed by the respirator control circuit which is included in this apparatus.

RECENT medical developments" have led to a type
of artificial respiration in which instead of the patient's

respiratory cycle being determined by an external agency,
his attempts at respiration are used to trigger the action
of the respirator. The augmented breathing rate is thus
determined by the patient, a method which has many
medical advantages.

A trigger switch is applied to the epigastric area and
actuates the respirator control circuit, which by means of
a solenoid controlled pressure system augments the
patient's inspiratory effort.

The impulses from the trigger switch can also be fed
into the monitor, and the number of these impulses is
counted. If less than 11 are recorded in a monitoring
period of 100 seconds, an alarm is sounded, indicating
that the breathing rate has fallen below a safe level. A
selector switch can be set so that the respirator solenoid
does not commence operation until that alarm has sounded.

Safety Precautions and Refinements
If the respirator solenoid were energized directly by the

trigger switch, there would be a danger that the patient
would be unable to exhale, due to the pressure applied
from the respirator; and this pressure could not be
released until the solenoid was de -energized by opening
the trigger switch contact. Thus, to avoid the patient's
breath being artificially held, the solenoid must be de -
energized automatically after a predetermined time, in
this case 2 second.

The patient's breathing may require very little assisting,
and it may be undesirable for the solenoid to operate
on every closing of the trigger switch contact. To cater
for this, a paralysis circuit is included, by means of which
the operation of the solenoid can be inhibited for a pre-
set time after assisting a breath.

The above two facilities are the most important under
this heading, but a number of other minor facilities have
also been included. A buzzer will sound a warning if the
contacts of the trigger switch remain closed (due to the
patient holding his breath, or to the switch sticking) for
more than 10 seconds. A switch is also provided so that
the alarm bell on the monitor can ring for 5 seconds, after
which the next monitoring period commences automati-
cally, or can ring continuously until manually reset.

In addition to the selector switch setting mentioned in
the basic requirements, other settings are available to
select the operation of the monitor or the respirator
mechanism singly, or both together.

The monitor and respirator control system is shown in
block form in Fig. 1 and the monitor and control circuit
in Fig. 2.

Timing
The H.T. supply to the valves is provided by a half -

wave rectifier with resistance -capacitance smoothing. The
timing valves each have a relay in the anode circuit, and
the cathode of each is returned to a point on a fixed

potential divider (R, and R, or R, and R8). This provides
the bias when the valve is cut off. A large capacitance is
connected between grid and cathode. The principle of the
timing mechanism is to charge and/or discharge this
capacitance through a resistance, causing the valve to
conduct or be cut off in a time determined by the time -
constant of the charging resistance and the grid -cathode
capacitance.

TRIGGER
SWITCH

(I)

RESPIRATOR
TIMING
CIRCUIT

(6)

TRIGGER
SWITCH
RELAY
(2)

-- MONITOR

ALARM
CIRCUIT

(5)

RESPIRATOR

CONTROL SOLENOID
(8)

MONITOR
TIMING
CIRCUIT

PRESSURE
SYSTEM

(9)

Fig. 1 Diagram of monitor and respirator control

The Trigger Switch
The trigger switch (S,) is placed in series with relay C,

which is supplied with half -wave rectified heater voltage,
smoothed by a 32,uF capacitor. Contact C2 causes the
trigger switch indicator lamp (L2) to light in synchronism
with the switch.

The Monitor Circuit
TIMING

The monitor consists of two uniselectors, one of which
counts the number of attempted respirations, and the other

_
is stepped round at 5 second intervals to time the 100
second sampling period, which obtains when 2U is on
positions 2 to 21 inclusive; breath counting is done during
this sampling period. The 5 second cycle starts with V,a
cut off by a negative potential on its grid, and F, open.
C, discharges through R, and after 5 seconds the valve
is conducting sufficient current to pick up relay B. This
operates relay F and DM2 via B assuming S52, is on
position 2, 3 or 4. F, on closing cuts off the valve, hence
releasing relay F and DM2 whose wipers then move on
one step. It is necessary to have relay F to avoid a very
precise contact adjustment which would otherwise be
necessary if F, were placed on relay B.

On positions 22 to 24 inclusive of 2U, a circuit is

completed to DM2 via its interruptor contacts, which thus
drives it to position 25. By extending the number of
positions in which this circuit is completed to DM2, a
flexible method of reducing the sampling period is

provided.

COUNTING
During the sampling period, the counting uniselector

I U will step on once for each closing of C,. No further
counts above 25 can be recorded since the 25th position
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on 1U2 is blank. This prevents false counts due
to the wipers commencing a second cycle.

MONITORING
At the end of the sampling period the timing

uniselector 2U checks the number of counts
recorded. On position 25 of 2U, a circuit is
completed (if less than 11 counts have been
recorded) from the heater transformer via the
alarm bell and 1U3 to the earthed negative
supply on the wiper of 2U1. If 11 or more
counts have been recorded, 1U3 will break this
circuit.

When 2U moves to position 1 after 5 seconds,
1U will be homed via 1U1, and the 100 second
cycle is completed.

SPECIAL FACILITIES-ALARM RESET SWITCH (S4)
Normally the alarm bell will ring for only 5

seconds, after which the next sampling period
will commence automatically; this is with 54.
closed ("auto" position). If, however, S4. is
open ("manual" position), the supply to VI. is
taken through uniselector banks 2U2 and 1U4,
which will cut off the supply. This will prevent
further movement of 2U.

The bell will thus continue to ring until the
reset button SG is pressed, which will energize
DM2. On releasing SG, 2U will step on one
position, and hence home IU in the normal
way.

SPECIAL FACILITIES-MONITOR RESET
Before using the monitor, both uniselectors

should be on position 1. Pressing SG with S4b
closed will home 2U which will in turn home
1U.

Respirator Control Circuit : Description of
Cycle.

OPERATION OF THE SOLENOID
On closing the trigger switch, relay C

operates. C, passes current to energize relay
E, and relay D via W,. Relay D then locks
on via D2 to the supply from C and also
transfers the supply to relay E on to the hold -
on coil, which is in series with VR. This is
adjusted to pass sufficient current to allow the
relay to remain energized, but insufficient to
allow it to pick up again after it has been de -
energized. Relay D is made slow to operate
to prevent D, (make before break) breaking
the circuit to the pick-up coil of relay E before
it has had time to energize.

Assuming that G, is closed, the solenoid
operating the pressure system will also be
energized.

THE AUTOMATIC RELEASE
With E, closed, capacitor C4 will discharge

through R. After about + second, V,b will
conduct sufficiently to pick up relay A, which
opens A, and de -energizes the solenoid. If
S, opens during this 4- second, R,G is shorted
out by C, and relay A picks up immediately.
Because of capacitor C, relay E is slow to
release, and hence the opening of C, will not
cause E, to open before relay A has picked up.

A, opening will also de -energize relay E, but
because this is slow to release. the grid of Vlb
will be connected directly to the cathode for a
short time via A, (make before break) and E,.
This ensures that capacitor C6 is fully dis-
charged before starting the next part of the
timing cycle.
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PARALYSIS TIMING
S, will normally open shortly after the solenoid is de -

energized as the patient exhales, hence causing relay D
to de -energize. Capacitor C6 is now charged through VR1,
which is the "Set Paralysis" control. The time taken
before relay A drops off can be varied up to 3 seconds.
During this period, the solenoid cannot be energized by
C6 closing since A, will be open. On dropping off, relay
A applies the full negative bias to the grid of V,b, and
the circuit is ready for the next triggering of relay C.

THE 10 SECOND ALARM
If, however, S, does not open, due either to breath

holding or to the switch sticking, relay D will remain
energized, and capacitor C6 will charge through R9, relay
A now taking 10 seconds before dropping off. A, on
closing cannot pick up relay E, owing to VR, being in
series with the coil. Hence a circuit will be completed
through the buzzer in a manner similar to that through
the bell via A,, D, and E,. S, opening will cause D, to
open and hence restore the circuit to normal.

The Selector Switch (S,)
SETTINGS

Position 1-Respirator mechanism alone.
2-Monitor alone, bringing respirator mechanism

into operation in addition after the alarm bell
has rung.

3-Monitor and respirator mechanism together.
4-Monitor alone.

The selection of the respirator mechanism entails the
closing of G, to allow the solenoid to operate. Thus on
positions 1 and 3 a circuit is completed to relay G via S6b.

Selection of the monitor entails providing a supply to
allow B, to operate DiV/2; this is done via positions 2, 3
and 4 of S,. The fact that 1U may still be stepped by
C, selector switch is on position 1 is immaterial-

it will not operate after recording 25 breaths. To prevent
V, being fully conducting when the selector switch is on
position 1, Ssa is arranged to pick up relay F, thus hold-
ing the valve cut off.

AUTOMATIC CUTTING IN (S3 011 position 2)
On position 25, the completion of the circuit via 1U3

in addition to ringing the alarm bell picks up relay G,
which then locks over G,. R, is included to provide a
resistance in the bell circuit equal to that of W4; this
rectifier is included to prevent relay G picking up through
the heater winding. The two coils of relay G are con-
nected in opposition, otherwise there is a chance of the
relay remaining energized if SO is moved quickly from
position 1 to 2.

Conclusion
This apparatus has been constructed and is now in

service for Mr. Ian Donald at Hammersmith Hospital,
who has also incorporated the mechanism in his servo
respirator for premature infants'. In this instance, the
photo -electric trigger mechanism of the respirator is used
to operate the trigger relay C.

In certain applications it may be desirable to make R10
variable, thus placing the automatic release time under
the control of the operator.

There are two distinct parts of the apparatus, the
monitor and the respirator mechanism, as shown by the
dividing line on the circuit diagram. It is thus possible
to construct the monitor alone without the respirator
mechanism.
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Ultrasonic Cleaning Plant
THIS plant, which is probably the first of its kind to be made
I in Europe, and believed to be the first completely auto-

matic unit in the world, was made to the order of a well-known
firm who require to clean small precision engineering parts
to a degree not obtainable with conventional cleaning
machinery. It was produced jointly by Ultrasonics Limited,
and Mullard Limited, who were approached by the Board of
Trade some months ago. The company who have ordered
this plant wished to import a machine from the U.S.A., but
they were referred to the above companies to see if a unit
could be produced in this Country.

As no information was available as to the type of plant
produced in the U.S.A. this unit had to be designed and
produced from scratch in two months due to urgency of the
users requirements.

It has been established that if an article to which foreign
particles, e.g., grease or other matter is adhering, is irradiated
ultrasonically in a bath containing a suitable fluid, the part
will be made chemically clean. The ultrasonic energy is able
to reach those parts of the articles which are normally in-
accessible, and foreign particles are rapidly dislodged. A
suitable frequency and intensity are necessary depending on
the nature of the material to be cleaned. In this particular
plant the frequency is 1Mc/s and the maximum intensity at
the transducers approximately 5W/cm2, the generator output
being 24 -kW. The transducers in this case are barium titanate
a ceramic crystal which has the advantage over quartz of
needing only low voltages for excitation, and can therefore
be operated in direct contact with the liquid.

The parts to be cleaned are placed in open wire mesh trays.
These run into the plant on rollers and are automatically
backed up on a conveyor which takes them through the two
stage cleaning process. The cleaning fluid is recirculated
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through a magnetic filter in the first stage, and a combination
of magnetic and ceramic filters in the second stage.

At the end of the conveyor system the trays are transferred
to another roller conveyor on which they travel to the next

The ultrasonic cleaning plant

stage in production. It is estimated that over one million parts
will be cleaned daily in this machine. The variable speed
drive on the conveyor allows considerable latitude so that the
plant can be run at a speed to match the production rate of the
preceding processes.
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LEO
(Lyons Electronic Office)

(Part 3)

A Checking Device for Punched Data Tapes
By E. J. Kaye*, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I., and G. R. Gibbs*

if ANY of the electronic digital computors which areM in use today employ punched paper tape as a means
of input, and LEO (Lyons Electronic Office) is no excep-
tion. Being principally employed on clerical work, LEO
has to deal with much larger quantities of input data than
a calculator which is concerned with problems of a mathe-
matical nature. For example, during a payroll programme
for 10 000 persons no fewer than 160 000 rows of holes
on punched tape have to be prepared by recording
operators and read into the calculator. The recording
operators or " recorders as we shall now refer to them,
typing 31 characters per second on standard keyboard
perforators are bound occasionally to make mistakes (in
fact errors do occur at the rate of approximately 2 per
1 000 characters). It is of paramount importance that
these errors are completely eliminated before presenting
the data to the calculator.

The need for a foolproof tape checking device was
foreseen at an early stage in the development and an
investigation was carried out to determine the most efficient
method of checking tapes. Fundamentally there are two
approaches to the problem of checking; these have been
described by Alexander" as the parallel method and the
cascade method. In the parallel method, two tapes are
produced by different recorders and automatically com-
pared by two tape readers and a check circuit. In the
cascade method", the second operator or " checker "
produces the final tape, the initial tape providing a
character by character check on the checker's transcrip-
tion. The first method was discarded in favour of the
second after experimental trial. The parallel method is
wasteful of personnel, apparatus and time; it requires two
operators to produce the tapes and when the check circuit
shows up an error, a third operator has still to produce
the final tape. Only two stages of operation are required
in the cascade method and where much data has to be
prepared the saving of time is considerable.

Logical Requirements of the System
In the cascade system, the recorder, working from the

original manuscript, uses a standard keyboard perforator
to prepare the first tape. This tape is arranged to have a
blank section at the beginning and the data is perforated
in blocks of numbers. Each digit of a number is repre-
sented by a row of holes on the tape, the blocks being
separated by sections of blank tape. If the recorder is
aware she has made an error she is permitted to correct
it by back -spacing the tape and obliterating the incorrect
character by overpunching it with a " cancel " character.
For obvious reasons this is chosen to be the " all holes "
character.

This tape is handed with the original manuscript to the
checker, who loads the tape on to the tape reader of the
checking device. Working from the same manuscript the
checker types on the keyboard of a teleprinter fitted with
a perforating attachment, thus producing a new tape. Each

 I. Lyons & Company Ltd.

character that she records must be compared with the
corresponding character on the first tape. Thus the tape
reader must step to the next row of holes on the tape each
time any of the teleprinter keys is depressed. The reader
must automatically step past any " cancel " character on
the original tape.

Sections of blank tape are never required to be
checked, and therefore it is also desirable that the reader
should automatically step past blank tape. This would
mean, however, that there would be no sections of blank
tape on the final tape. Consequently the checker is pro-
vided with a key enabling her to " run -out " any number
of spaces from the keyboard at any point on the tape with-
out stepping the reader or activating the comparison cir-
cuits. The initial tape is loaded on to the reader at any
point on the first section of the blank tape. After the first
teleprinter key is depressed, the tape automatically runs
through the reader and comes to rest on the first character
which is not blank tape or " all holes."

The checker might easily lose her place in the manu-
script and must therefore be provided with a means of
knowing which character she last recorded. A register
of five lamps is provided for this purpose which displays
the binary code of the character last sent from the key-
board.

Provided that agreement is found between keyboard and
reader characters the checker is permitted to continue.
As soon as a disagreement is noted, the system must auto-
matically " lock -out." When this occurs, the keyboard
of the teleprinter is rendered inoperative, a red " error "
lamp lights and no further action can take place.

The operator must first decide whether the disagree-
ment is a result of her own error (" Checker's error ") or
whether it is due to an error on the first tape (" Recorder's
error "). This she can do by examining the five keyboard
register lights. If it is her own error she must back space
her tape which must render the keyboard operative in
order to permit her to " cancel " the wrong character (in
the same way as the recorder, i.e., by pressing the " cancel "
key on the keyboard) and to insert the correct character
from the keyboard. She must not, however, be permitted
to continue before she has checked that the character
inserted is really the correct character and consequently
her keyboard is once again rendered inoperative. She is
provided with an AGREEMENT CHECK button which she
must press at this point before she can continue. If she
has corrected the error, the error light goes out and her
keyboard is reconnected. If she has made a second mis-
take the error light remains on and she must back -space
again and repeat the " checker's error " correction routine.

If she finds that the error is not her own, she must then
confirm that it is a recorder's error, by examining the tape
on the reader. For this reason, the tape guide on the top
of the reader is made of transparent material, so that she
can read the tape without removing it from the reader.

Recorder's errors can only be of three types : -
(1) One or more wrong characters may have been per -
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forated by the recorder instead of the same number
of correct characters.

(2) The recorder may have omitted a character or group
of characterg.

(3) The recorder may have inserted an extra character
or group of characters.

The correction procedure is different in the three cases.
If there is a single wrong digit on the original tape, the
checker presses a WRONG CHARACTER switch which causes
the wrong digit to be ignored. (This is permissible as the
correct character has already been perforated by the
checker on her tape). The error light goes out and she
can proceed normally.

If digits have been omitted she presses the CHARACTERS
OMITTED switch. This reconnects her keyboard and she
can then insert the remainder of the missing digits and the
succeeding digit from the keyboard. She must again check
for agreement before she is permitted to continue.

Where extra characters have been inserted on the
original tape she presses a CHARACiERS INSERTED switch.
This permits her to advance the original tape past the
inserted digits, one row of holes at a time, by means of
a STEP READER button until the next correct character is
reached. Once again she must check for agreement before
she is allowed to proceed.

It is essential to have some way of ensuring that the

Tape Perforating Tope Printing
Attachment 4. Attachment

KEYBOARD
TELEPRINTER

00000
Control RELAY TAPE
Panel El CONTROL READER

CIRCUITS

Fig. 18. The tape checking device

checker has made the corrections properly. In order to
do this a printed proof tape is produced which gives a
complete record of the checker's action. A checker's error
is indicated by a black asterisk following the incorrect
character. Recorder's errors are indicated in red. A single
red asterisk indicates a single wrong character corrected.
Characters omitted by the recorder appear in red. Two or
more red asterisks indicate that unwanted characters have
been deleted by the checker. The first asterisk indicates
a recorder's error and the remainder give the number of
characters deleted. A scrutineer can thus quickly check all
the corrections, once again referring to the original manu-
script, to ensure that they have been made correctly.

Brief Description of Apparatus
Fig. 18 shows a simple block schematic of the four

pieces of equipment which form the tape checking device.
The keyboard teleprinter, which is fitted with a standard
perforating attachment and a tape carriage, has had
several non-standard modifications made to it. A set of
contacts has been fitted to the coding bars so that the
character can be transmitted to the checking circuits and
the keyboard register lamps. It is, of course, appreciated
that comparison carried out from these contacts will not
take account of punching errors due to maladjustment of
the perforating attachment. Ideally, a reading station
immediately following the punches is required, but this
is not a practical proposition. A special solenoid has been
fitted to the teleprinter to immobilize the keyboard clutch
for rendering the keyboard inoperative and another to shift
the ribbon, to give the two-colour printing on the proof

tape. Contacts have been fitted to the back -space button
and the " cancel " key (15) on the keyboard.

The reader is electro-mechanical and is of a type
originally developed by the Mathematical Laboratory,
Cambridge for use on EDSAC. The reader has five peckers
which sense the holes in the tape in parallel, and is fitted
with two solenoids, one for withdrawing the peckers and
one for feeding the tape. The operation of the solenoids
is fully interlocked by a relay circuit which need not be
described here, to prevent, for example, the movement of
the tape before the peckers are withdrawn. If a 50 volt
signal of short duration is sent to the reader it steps to the
next row of holes.

The third item is a control panel (Fig. 19) fitted with
keys, buttons and lamps. The five keyboard register lamps
are fitted at the top of the panel. In the case of an error
they indicate the last character typed before the system
locked out. A green " ready " lamp indicates to the

Fig. 19. The control panel showing the keys, lamps and buttons required
for correcting errors

operator that the keyboard has been rendered operable.
Two red error lamps are fitted, the first giving a general
error indication and the second a special indication during
the checker's error correction sequence. The control panel
also carries the other keys and buttons concerned with
the correction of errors. The RuN-our key is also fitted
to this panel.

The last item of equipment is a panel of 39 relays,
which perform the logical operations required by the
system.

The CANCEL key on the keyboard transmits to the tele-
printer a signal in which all the information elements are
" mark " elements. This " all mark " signal is arranged to
print an asterisk; hence the black asterisk for checker's
error. During the correction of recorder's errors (1) and
(3), an artificial signal must be sent to the teleprinter so
as to indicate on the proof sheet that the correction has
been made. The most convenient signal to simulate in an
external circuit is the " all mark " signal, which again
prints an asterisk. In order to distinguish between
asterisks relating to checker's and recorder's errors the
ribbon is shifted and is not reset until after the next
character has been sent from the keyboard. In this way
the recorder's errors are indicated by red asterisks.
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Operating Procedure
A highly simplified block schematic of the operating

procedure is shown in Fig. 20. Each stage will be considered
in more detail.

NORMAL CYCLE OF OPERATION (Fig. 21.)
The checker depresses one of the teleprinter keys and

the character is perforated and stored in the teleprinter.
The previous character is printed on the proof tape. The
keyboard is temporarily immobilized while the reader
steps to the next row of holes
in order to allow the reader to
step on if this character is either
" all holes " or blank tape. When
the reader comes to rest, the
character on the reader is com-
pared with the character sent
from the keyboard. If they agree
the keyboard is brought into
action again and the cycle is
recreated. If, however, the
characters do not agree, the
error condition is set up.

Start CHECKER
TYPES NEXT
CHARACTER PERFORATED

ERROR INVESTIGATION
The steps of the error investigation, as described in the

logical requirements, are set out in Fig. 22. This investi-
gation enables the checker to decide whether a checker's
error or a recorder's error has been made.
CHECKER'S ERROR CORRECTION

The operating procedure for the correction of a checker's
error is shown in Fig. 23. An interlock has been pro-
vided to ensure that the operator first presses the " cancel "

key. If she depresses any other
key instead, the keyboard is
rendered inoperative and she is
obliged to "back -space" the tape

NORMAL
OPERATION

Error

CHECKER'S
ERROR

CORRECTION

Checker's Error

ERROR
INVEST -

ID AT ION

Recorder's Error

RECORDERS
ERROR

CORRECTION

Fig. 20. Operating procedure

PREVIOUS
CHARACTER KEYBOARD

PRINTED AND -0.- TEMPIXM-0
STORED

ARILY
BILIZED

ERROR -- KEYBOARD
REMAINS
IMMOBI-
LIZED

KEYBOARD

RECONNECTED

READER
STEPS TO

NEXT
CH AR AC TE RR

IS R A

REAL
CHARACTER

again. She is also prevented
from inserting more than one
character from the keyboard
after the " cancel " character by
a second interlock which also
renders the keyboard inopera-
tive. A third interlock prevents
the agreement check being
carried out if the AGREEMENT

Yes

Disagreement

K AND R
COMPARED ERROR

No Agreementholes
or y

Agreement
(A
blank tape)

Fig. 21. Normal cycle

Normal
rCycle KEYBOARD ERROR LAMP

EXTING-
Yes

( RECONNECTED UISHED
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ERROR

PRESS AND
RELEASE

BACK -SPACE'
KEY

ERROR
LAMP
LIGHTS

CHECKER
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KEYBOARD
LIGHTS

-IP-
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CHARACTER
ON READER

ANo

IS IT
HER OWN

ERROR'

RECORDERS
WRONG CHARACTERS

ERROR CHARACTER1S INSERTED

CHARACTERS OMITTED

Yes

From checkers and recorders
error cycles otter unsuccessful

agreement check

Fig. 22. Error intestigation

Fig. 23. Checker's error correction
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AGREEMENT ?

O

CHECKERS
ERROR LAMP

DISHED

Recommence error investigation
(Fig.22)

TAPE ON
TELEPRINTER
BACK -SPACES
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KEYBOARD
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CORRECT
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CORRECT
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CHECK button is pressed too early in the sequence (e.g.,
after the " cancel " key has been pressed).

RECORDER'S ERROR CORRECTION
The correction routines for the three types of recorder's

error are shown in Fig. 24, 25 and 26. The asterisks
stored, during the WRONG CHARACTER correction and the
CHARACTERS INSERTED correction, are the result of the
artificial " all -mark " signal which is sent from the relay
control circuits when the WRONG CHARACTER key, the
CHARACTERS INSERTED key or the STEP READER button is
pressed on the control panel.

Relay Circuits
The complete relay circuit is shown in Fig. 27. It con -

RECORDERS
ERROR

(Characters
Omitted)

RECORDERS
ERROR

(Characters
Inserted)

RECORDERS
ERROR

( Wrong
character)

PRESS
CH AR ACT CRS._

OMITTED"
KEY (Locking)

PRESS AND
, RELEASE

a.-CHARASTERS
INSERTED KEY

RIBBON
SHIFTS

PRESS AND
RELEASE

'WRONG CHAR
ACTER KEY

P R Ev IOUS
CHARACTER

5TPRINTED.ORED

ning of the reader cycle, so that when the contact SR2
operates-as a result of the operation of CB-relay B
releases. The contact F, makes again at the end of the
cycle indicating.that the reader has come to rest.

As previously explained it is necessary to make the tape
reader step past the " all holes " character and blank tape.
The circuit which recognizes a character other than these
two is known as the character detector. The operation
of the circuit is based on the fact that with any character
other than "all holes" or blank tape, the, state of at least
two adjacent tape contacts will differ. The two coils of
each of the' four high-speed relays CDA-CDD are con-
nected so that they oppose each other. If both coils are
energized the relay does not operate, but if either of the
coils is energized alone then the relay will operate. Thus.

ERROR
LAMP

OFF

KEYBOARD

RECONNECTS

Fig. 24. Recorder's err( r correction (wrong charac er)

TYPE CHARACTERS UP

KEYBOARD TO AND INCLUDING
RECONNECTED -1"- CHARACTER AT WHICH ...-

AGREEMENT IS
REGAINED

RELEASE
CHARACTERS
OMITTED'

KEY

RIBBON SHIFTS

AFTER
RR ENSEEXT ST

CHARACTER

Normal Cycle

Fig 21)

Recommence error investigation
Normal(Fig.22) Cycle
(Fig. 21)

Disagreement Agree
ment

RIBBON KEYBOARDa -
PRESS

AGREEMENT
ERROR
LAMP

KEYBOARD

RESETS IMMOB- CHECK
OFF

ECON NECTE(

ILIZED BUTTON

Fig. 25. Recorder's error correction (characters omitted)

PRESS AND RED IS READER
RELEASE PRINTED ANDy.. STEPS TO

STEP READER ANOTHER NEXT ROW
BUTTON . STORED

PREVIOUS RIBBON
CHARACTER SHIFTS AND

PRINTED. RESETS AFTER

* STORED NEXT
CHARACTER

Fig. 26. Recorder's error

gists of 14 P.O. Type 3 000 relays and 25 Siemens high-
speed relays. The circuits operate as follows : -
SEQUENCE INITIATION

When any key is depressed on the teleprinter keyboard
a contact inside the teleprinter known as the transmit -
receive contact operates relays TRA, TRB and TRC, which
relay the action of the transmit -receive contact to other
parts of the circuit. The high speed relay S is also operated
and in turn operates relays CA and CB which lock in via
CA, thus removing the short-circuit from relay R. R,
operates and short-circuits the coil of relay S which now
releases. CB, operates the step reader relay SR.

READER STEP AND CHARACTER DETECTOR CIRCUITS
Relay CB in the sequence initiation circuit is used to

step the reader. Contact CB, closes and provides an
earth path for relay B. The contact of B sends 50 volts
to the tape reader causing it to step. The circuits in the
tape reader cause the contact F, to operate at the begin -

TEST FOR
Om REAL

CHARACTER

0
Yes

ARIFE=

No
Yes

PRESS
AGREEMENT

CHECK
BUTTON

Agree-
ment

ERROR
LAMP
OFF

KEYBOARD

1.-RECONNECTE

iDisagreement

Recommence error i n ye s ti g o Ctort

(Fig.22)

correction (characters inserted)

Normal
Cycle

(Fig 21)

if all the tape reader contacts are earthed ("all holes") then
all the coils are energized and none of the relays operate.
Similarly if all the tape contacts are open none of the
relays operate. For any other state of the contacts at
least one of the relays must operate. If therefore the code
on the tape is either all holes or blank tape none of the
contacts CDA,-CDD, will have changed over, and at the
end of the reader cycle the contact F, will apply an earth
to relay B causing the tape reader to step. This process
continues until a character other than "all holes" or "blank
tape" appears on the tape. One of the contacts CDA,-CDD,
will then operate and the earth is presented to the com-
parison circuit contacts.

Leads are taken direct from the tape reader contacts to
the comparison circuit.

KEYBOARD REGISTER
In order that intelligence may be transmitted from the

teleprinter keyboard in a parallel form, a contact is fitted
to each of the five coding bars of the teleprinter such that
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each key on the keyboard sets up the contacts in a binary
code which represents the decimal numeral required. The
circuit comprises five double wound high speed relays. One
half of each coil is operated from one keyboard contact.
The other half coil is connected to the normally made
side of the relay contact so that this half winding is short-
circuited and connected to earth via the contact Si, the
supply voltage being developed across the resistor. Now
if an earth is applied to the first half coil the relay will be
energized and the contacts will change over, removing
the short-circuit from the second half coil, which is now
energized via the resistor and serves to lock in the relay.
The normally off contacts are connected to the five lamps
mounted on the control box.

During normal operation the register is first reset by the
operation of the contact S1 as previously described. This
removes the earth path for the relays which then release.
After the register is reset, the serial operation of the con-
tacts CB, and SR, present an earth path via the keyboard
contacts for about 15 milliseconds, allowing the new code
set up on the contacts to be transferred to the register.

Leads are also taken from the normally off side of the
relay contacts, to the comparison circuit.

COMPARISON CIRCUIT, CORRECT CHARACTER CIRCUITS AND
ERROR DETECTOR

The coils of the five relays EDA to EDE which form
the comparison circuit are connected in opposition to each
other as in the character detector, so that if the condition
of any tape reader contact differs from that of the corres-
ponding keyboard contact the comparison circuit relay
concerned will operate.

If the settings of the keyboard register and tape reader
contacts agree none of the contacts EDA,-EDE, will operate
and an earth path will be applied to relay D via the
character detector contacts and the F1 contact in the tape
reader. Since the contact TR_A1 is made during the
teleprinter cycle, relay D will lock in through its own con-
tact to earth. The contact D having operated, removes the
earth path for relays CA and CB and resets these relays.
At the end of the teleprinter cycle the transmit -receive
contacts reset to the receive side and the relay TRA is
released. This in turn releases relay D, and its contact
now completes the short-circuit across the coil of relay
R; thus the short is removed from relay S and the sequence
is complete.

If there is disagreement between the keyboard and the
reader then at least one of the contacts EDA,-EDE, will
operate and apply an earth to the two error detector
relays EA and EB. These two relays will lock in via
EA U1 and the control box key CREK.

The operation of these two relays sets up the various
error clearing circuits and completely immobilizes the key-
board.

KEYBOARD CLUTCH CIRCUIT
As previously explained it is necessary to immobilize

the keyboard while the comparison circuits operate. This
means that all characters are treated as incorrect until
shown to be correct. The reason for this is that the reader
stepping time plus the comparison time is very nearly
equal to the teleprinter cycle time. Thus since the error is
not detected until a new character is about to be typed by
the operator it is better and easier to immobilize the key-
board from the beginning of the cycle rather than trying
to effect the immobilization in the very short time which
actually exists between the recognition of an error and
the completion of the teleprinter cycle. In practice the
keyboard is immobilized by means of a solenoid latching
mechanism attached to the keyboard clutch detent control
shaft. The latch is normally engaged, preventing the
operation of the clutch. When the solenoid is energized the
latch is disengaged, allowing the clutch to operate.

The keyboard is immobilized by removing the earth
path for the keyboard clutch solenoid just after the tele-
printer cycle commences using the contact CB,. If the
character is correct then this contact remakes just after the
end of the teleprinter cycle, causing at the worst only a
slight impediment to- a very fast operator. In practice long
and continuous fast operation of the keyboard is required
before this is experienced. The arrangement of the circuits
prevents re -operation of the sequence initiation section
until the previous operation is complete. If the comparison
indicates an error, the error detector relays operate and
break the contact E,4 thus completely immobilizing the
keyboard.

CHECKER'S ERROR AND INTERLOCK CIRCUITS
When the punch attachment back -space key is pressed,

a contact on this key operates the relays CEA and CEB
which then lock in via the contact CEA1. The keyboard
clutch solenoid is energized via CEA,.

In order to ensure that the operator types neither more
nor less than two characters the three relays, K, L and 0
are used. With the two relays CEA and CEB operated
the contact TRB which operates at the beginning of the
teleprinter cycle, will operate relay K via contact CEAs.
When TRB, resets at the end of the cycle an earth is pro-
vided via the contact K2 so that relay L operates and locks
in via CEB, and its own contact L1. At the beginning
of the next teleprinter cycle the contact TRB, again
operates relay K. This time when the contact K1
operates there is no longer a short-circuit across the coil
of relay 0 which operates and locks in. This relay, the
" second character " relay, is arranged to operate slowly
so that at the end of the first teleprinter cycle it is un-
affected by the momentary removal of the short-circuit.

The operation of relay 0 removes the earth path from
the keyboard clutch solenoid ensuring that no more than
two characters can be typed. The operator now presses
the AGREEMENT CHECK button which operates relay U,
and provided that the settings of the keyboard register
and tape reader contacts now agree, the relays EA and
EB will be released by the contact U1 and allow relay D
to operate via the contact EA thus resetting the circuit
as for a correct sequence. It can be seen that should the
operator press the AGREEMENT CHECK button after typing
one character only, relay U will not operate because relay
0 will not yet have operated and the operator is forced to
type one more character before agreement can be sought.

In order to ensure that the first character she types is in
fact the "all holes" character (15) a contact is fitted to the
" 15 " key of the teleprinter keyboard. This contact
operates relay CR which then locks in via its own contact.
It can be seen that if any key other than 15 is pressed in
error then, since the relay CR does not operate, the contact
K, causes relay X to operate. This immobilizes the key-
board clutch and changes over the back -space earth path
so that to resume operation the operator must again back-
space the tape. The back -space contact now releases X
thus permitting the correction sequence to be recom-
menced.

RECORDER'S ERROR AND RIBBON SHIFTING CIRCUITS
The WRONG CHARACTER key operates the contact CREK,

which removes the locking path for the relays EA and EB,
and operates D through the contact 12. The relays CA,
CB, and in turn SR are released and the error condition
is effectively cleared.

The printing of the asterisk is effected by the relays G
and H. When the key is operated the contact CREK,
provides an earth path via the contacts CIK2 for the relays.
Relay H is a high speed relay and has time to operate
before the contact G1 opens and removes its earth path.
Thus the contact H1 operates for about 15 milliseconds
and sends what is effectively the start element of an "all
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mark", signal to the teleprinter. This is arranged to select
the asterisk character on the teleprinter typehead. Relay
G also causes J to operate and lock in via the contacts
I, and L.

Thus when the WRONG CHARACTER key is released an
earth path is provided for the ribbon shift solenoid. This
solenoid actuates the ribbon jumper so that the red portion
of the two-colour ribbon is opposite the typehead. During
the next cycle the asterisk is printed in red and at the end
of the cycle the ribbon resets. This is achieved by contact
TRB1 which operates relay K during the cycle when the
asterisk is printed. At the end of the cycle when the con-
tact TRB5 releases, relay L operates via K2 and locks in
through its own contact L1. This releases relay J which
resets the ribbon shift solenoid. Relay K and relay L are
released in turn. The pressing of the CHARACTERS OMITTED
key causes the contact COK, to operate the ribbon
shift solenoid directly, thus preparing the teleprinter
for printing in red. The contact COK2 provides
an earth path for the keyboard contacts while the

Fig. 28. General view of the tape checking device showing the teleprinter,
tape reader and control panel

The operator sits at the teleprinter keyboard with the original manu-
script on her left-hand side, and can swing round to examine the reader

and make corrections using the control panel

contact COK, prevents the two relays EA and EB from
being reset while the key is down.

When the AGREEMENT CHECK button is pressed the lock-
ing earth path for the two error relays EA and EB is
removed and if there is now a correct comparison these
relays reset. The contact EA, then allows relay D to
operate which in turn releases the relays CA, CB, R and
SR. Checking can now continue.

When the CHARACTERS INSERTED key is operated the
contact COK, provides an earth path for relays, G, H and
in turn J to operate as for the wrong character operation.
This causes the "all mark" signal to be sent to the printer.
When the key is released the ribbon shift solenoid
operates. The STEP READER button now operates the relay
SSR,. operating both relay B, which steps the reader, and
relays G and H to send the "all mark" signal to the printer.
When the AGREEMENT CHECK button is pressed relay D
operates if there is a correct comparison and resets the
circuits as before. The ribbon is reset during the next
teleprinter cycle as explained for the wrong character
operation.

The RUN Our key on the control box disconnects the
transmit side of the teleprinter transmit -receive contacts
from the sequence initiation relays by means of contact
ROKI so that the checking circuits are not stimulated and
the keyboard remains mobilized.

Constructional Features
A photograph of the checking device is shown in Fig. 28.

The tape reader and control box are on a separate small
table at the side of the operator. The relay circuits are
mounted on two panels housed in a dust -tight box, the
box forming the back support for the teleprinter table.
This can be seen in Fig. 29. The two panels are mounted
on a hinged frame which opens to give access to the inter -
connexion wiring behind the panels.

Conclusions
With a design problem of this nature it is absolutely

essential for the user to make a detailed study of the
requirements, in order to discover at the outset the essen-
tial logical processes involved.

In the early stages of the study, the operating routine
was changed many times in order to arrive at a system
which would fully meet the requirements of the users and
would result in the apparatus being easy for the checker to

Fig. 29. Relay control circuits at the rear of the teleprinter table

The panel is hinged on the left-hand side and swings open to give access
to the wiring behind

use. However, once the requirements had been clearly
formulated the design of the relay circuits was straight-
forward. A prototype was constructed and after a few
weeks' operational experience certain interlocks were
added, (e.g. checkers' error correction) as a precaution
should any ingenious attempt be made by the operator to
circumvent the prescribed operating routine.

Our experience with the apparatus over a number of
months has demonstrated that it is fully satisfactory for
its purpose, provided the relays and mechanical parts are
well maintained and special attention is given to the per-
forating attachment, for the reason mentioned previously.
Four further instruments are in the process of construction.
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The Design of High Efficiency

Radio Frequency E.H.T. Supplies
By J. Barron*, M.A.

The basic problems involved in the design of radio frequency E.H.T. supplies are discussed. The
practical difficulties and the difficulties of theoretical design associated with air -cored step-up trans-
formers for the production of high voltages are pointed out. It is shown that the use of a ferro-
magnetic core eliminates many of the difficulties, and alleviates others. A simple procedure for

for the design of E.H.T. supplies is presented.

RD ADIO frequency E.H.T. units are now widely used for
several reasons. By working at high frequencies the

size and weight of an E.H.T. transformer may be greatly
reduced compared with those of a power frequency trans-
former of the same ratings. Owing to the use of high
frequencies, the capacitance of the reservoir and smoothing
capacitors may be reduced considerably. A further
advantage is that the high frequency supply is usually non-
lethal, because of the low stored energy, and because of
the fact that an accidental overload quenches the power
oscillator. Where normal H.T. and heater supplies are
already available, as often is the case, radio frequency.
E.H.T. units become economical to construct for voltages
in excess of about lkV.

Air -Cored Transformers
REQUIREMENTS

It will be helpful briefly to discuss the design and
properties of air -cored transformers, so that the inherent
theoretical and practical difficulties may be understood.
An excellent paper by Schadel gives an analysis of the
tuned step-up transformer as applied to radio frequency
high voltage supplies. The essential requirements of the
transformer are shown to be that it should have high
unloaded Q factors for both primary and secondary wind-
ings, that the secondary coil should have as high a resonant
impedance as possible, and that the coupling between
windings should be as tight as possible.

Considering the secondary winding alone it is obvious that
the power loss on no load for a given generated voltage will
be a minimum when the resonant impedance is a maximum.
The power loss due to the load current will be least when
the secondary loaded Q is a maximum. In practice the
second loss is usually small compared with the first. The
primary loss is obviously least for a maximum primary
unloaded Q. The maximum step-up ratio in the trans-
former is secured when the coupling is critical, but this
condition is useless in practice for two reasons. With
critical coupling the maximum power transfer to the
secondary is half the input power so that the efficiency of
the transformer cannot exceed 50 per cent. Secondly, the
critical coupling coefficient depends upon the secondary
Q, and therefore upon the load resistance, so that the
step-up ratio varies with the load, and voltage regulation
is poor. To obtain higher efficiency and better regulation
the coupling should be as as high as possible, and much
greater than the critical value. The critical value for the
loaded transformer is made smaller by increasing the
loaded Q of both primary and secondary. A further
requirement is that, for satisfactory oscillator operation,
the loaded Q as seen from the primary terminals should
not be much less than 10 for a single ended oscillator, or
5 for a push-pull oscillator'.

* Cavendish Nuclear Physics Laboratory, Cambridge.

PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES
To deal now with practical considerations, the anode

coil may be given a high Q factor by wavewinding with
Litz, and normally does not cause any difficulty. The
secondary ,coil is more troublesome, because of the large
number of turns, and because of insulation requirements.
The secondary is usually wavewound in thin spaced sec-
tions, but may be pile wound upon a suitably slotted
former. Either process as normally carried out renders the
coil rather expensive. The design of the transformer must
commence with the secondary coil, which usually must be
designed empirically, since calculations of self -capacitance
are extremely difficult and approximate. A given secondary
coil is suitable for use with only a limited range of load
resistances, since the load must be low compared with the
secondary resonant impedance, and at least 5 or 10 times
the inductive reactance of the secondary at resonance, to
ensure satisfactory oscillator operation and high efficiency.

A further problem arises concerning insulation. A par-
ticular coil will possess a limiting output voltage, beyond
which it will break down electrically. When this voltage
is reached, it is necessary either to increase the pie spacing,
or to add further pies, in order to obtain higher output volt-
age. This rapidly becomes unprofitable, since the added pies
do not couple tightly to those already present, and further,
in order to retain a maximum Q factor, the coil diameter
should be increased in proportion to its length. These
problems set a limit to the Q value, and the resonant im-
pedance of the coil which can be obtained economically.

The limitations are shown by the fact that the average
commercial unit has an overall anode efficiency of about
20 per cent and assuming that the valve efficiency is about
60 per cent, this means that the transformer efficiency is
limited to approximately 45 per cent, allowing for the
rectifier heater power also supplied by the oscillator. Such
supplies usually work at frequencies in the 1001ccis region,
so that it is not possible to avoid rectifier heater supplies
by the use of metal rectifiers.

A further difficulty caused by insulation requirements
is that of obtaining tight coupling between the anode and
E.H.T. windings. The limit obtainable in practice is about
20 per cent coupling. In designing a transformer for a
particular output voltage the maximum coupling must be
found experimentally, and, of course. the number of turns
on the anode coil will depend upon the coupling obtained,
so that the design process is complicated.

Finally, in order to eliminate parasitic oscillations, and
to prevent jumps in oscillation frequency from one to the
other of the peaks in the secondary resonance curve it is
essential that the grid and anode windings be at opposite
ends of the E.H.T. coil. This in turn leads to further insu-
lation problems, and causes the induced grid voltage of the
oscillator to become proportional to the secondary current
instead of to the anode voltage swing. This may cause
regulation troubles.
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Ferro -magnetic Cored Transformers
Many of the above difficulties can be eliminated if a

ferro-magnetic cored transformer is used, provided that
additional power loss is not introduced by the core. The
use of laminated cores is obviously uneconomical, and dust
cores would not yield a great improvement. By the use
of a core of Ferroxcube, however, significant improvements
can be made. The method of design and construction to
he described has been developed in the Cavendish Labora-
tory during the past three years, and several different units
have given trouble free service over this period.
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Fig. 2. Construction of the E.H.T. coil former

The main advantage in the use of a ferro-magnetic core
is that the coupling may be taken as 100 per cent, so that
voltage ratios are determined solely by turns ratios, and the
design becomes that of a normal power transformer. The
regulation obtained is practically that of the power oscil-
lator alone, and the design of the E.H.T. coils is
standardized. This leads to very convenient methods of
design of units for varied applications.

Fig. 1. shows a drawing in section of a complete trans-
former, and Fig. 2. gives details of the construction of the
E.H.T. coil former. It will be seen that the E.H.T. coil is
pile wound in five sections in the slots of the former, which
is moulded in polystyrene, and is placed outside the oscil-
lator anode coil upon one limb of the core. It has been
found in practice that the self -capacitance of a coil wound
in this way is not much greater than that obtainable by
wavewinding in pies, and the winding of the coil is far
simpler in this form. The inside of the E.H.T. former

is coated with graphite, and makes contact with a
grounded copper screen between the former and the
anode coil. This arrangement was adopted in order
to prevent charges from building up on the inside
of the former and possibly causing corona and
sparking in the air space between the former and the
anode coil. The oscillator grid coil is placed upon the
second limb of the core. Rectifier heater windings, and any
other heater windings which may be required, are wound on
the outside of the E.H.T. former. According to insulation
requirements, either p.v.c. covered wire, or polythene insu-
lated coaxial cable with the outer braid removed, is used.
Other windings, when necessary, may be placed over the
grid coil.

In order to obtain design data, several formers were
wound with various gauges of enamelled wire, and their
resistances and self -capacitances measured by means of a
Q meter at frequencies in the region of 50kc /s. During
these measurements the core was not used, but the internal
shield was earthed, as was the low potential end of the coil.
Average values of these quantities are given in Table 1
under R. and Co. All the coils used work at frequencies
below 200kc/s, and it was found sufficiently accurate to
use a value of 50 for the Q of the Ferroxcube core, indepen-
dent of frequency. Measurements of permeability were
made on several cores, using flux densities between 200 and
3 000 gauss, and it was found that an average value of
2 500 would be sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.
These values of Q and permeability were used in calculating -
Table 1. It was found during the measurements of self -
capacitance and resistance, that the Q value of any of the
coils at frequencies up to about 150kc /s could be calcu-
lated with fair accuracy by using the D.C. resistance of the
coil in the usual Q formula. Owing to the tightness of the
coupling, it is unnecessary to tune the anode coil to resonance
with the secondary. In fact it is undesirable to do so, since
tuning the anode coil is equivalent to doubling the capacit-
ance of the secondary winding, and thus reducing its
resonant impedance by a factor of 2. The range of wire -
gauges used is limited for two reasons. It is difficult to
wind finer wires than 44 s.w.G., and if thicker wire than -
32 S.W.G. is used, the insulation radially down the slots may
be inadequate. Furthermore, the operating frequency
becomes inconveniently high. For these reasons, data is.
given only for coils wound with wire from 32 to 44 S.W.G.
inclusive.

It now remains to determine the optimum air -gap in the -
core for the various coils. This is done by finding the
conditions which make the resonant impedance of the
secondary a maximum.

Let CO, R. be the inductance, self -capacitance, and'
D.C. resistance of the coil, with no air -gap in the core, and'
let 000 be the resonant angular frequency under these con-
ditions.

Then
(002L.C. = 1

Further, let Q., be the Q of the coil with no air -gap, and
neglecting core losses. Then

Q00 = CdeLo Ro

If now an air -gap a is introduced, and the core has
length 1, and permeability a, we have

L.L. -
1 + x

= V(1 +x)
Q00

QXE= V(1 + x)
where x = ap.11. Let Q01 be the Q factor of the core with,
no gap, then

Qi = Q.1(1 x)
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and if Q. be the effective coil Q with an air -gap, including
core losses,

Q.i0 0Q.

Q.i + Q.
Whence

Q01Q0C V (1 +
Q. - Qd(1 + + Q.e/ V(1 + x)

The resonance secondary impedance is given by
R. =

CO0LOQ00(201
hence Rx -

Q01(1 x) + Q.c/ V(1 + x)
Putting dRx/ dX = 0 to obtain the maximum value of

R. we obtain the following results:
1 + x = (Qoo/2Qoi)2/3

= (04Qoc 2QoiY / 3

Q. = (2QoiQoo2)1/3/3
Rx = woLoOQui2Q00113 1 3

(.0xLx = woLc (2Q0i/Q0o)1i3

The values in Table 1 were calculated from these
formulae. In each case, 6pF was added to the value of Co
before substitution in order to allow for wiring and recti-
fier stray capacitance, and for the small capacitive com-
ponent of the load presented by the rectifier. This allow-
ance for strays was found by experience to be a fairly
good average value. High accuracy is unnecessary, because
the curve of efficiency against air -gap has a broad maxi-
mum, and small errors in the various constants affect the
efficiency only slightly. Other values used in the calcula-
tions were Qoi = 50, p = 2 500, 1 = 22.24cm.

Practical Design
In choosing a coil for a given application, the following

considerations are necessary. When the rectifier arrange-
ment and the D.C. load to be supplied are known, the effec-
tive load resistance presented to the transformer may be
calculated. Let this be RL. Then, for satisfactory oscil-
lator operation, since the loaded Q should not be less than
10 for a single valve, or 5 for a push-pull arrangement,

the following condition must be satisfied :
RLR.

10 or 5
(RL + R.) w.L.

In this case, the transformer efficiency is given by
100 R0.

TIT + R1
per cent.

The relation between RL and the D.C. load resistance
depends upon the rectifier arrangement adopted. For a
half -wave rectifier, RL is one-half the D.C. load, for a
voltage doubler it is one -eighth, and for a tripler, one -
eighteenth. There are therefore several possible values of
R1, for any one D.c. load, and improvements in efficiency
may be obtainable by using an alternative rectifier
arrangement.

If voltage multiplers are used with coils operating above
about 40kc/s, thermionic rectifiers are necessary, and the
heater power required by the additional rectifiers may be
greater than the power saved by increasing the transformer
efficiency because of the lower value of RL. For frequencies
below 40kc/s, metal rectifiers may be used, with a con-
sequent saving of power. In Table 2 are given values of
D.C. load appropriate to various rectifier arrangements and
to both single ended and push-pull oscillators, which give
loaded Q factors of 10 or. 5, depending upon the type of
oscillator circuit used. If necessary, the loads may have
slightly lower values than those given, though this may
lead to loss of power and efficiency.

It will be seen that high transformer efficiencies are
obtainable for a very wide range of D.C. load resistances.
Having chosen a coil for a particular application on the
basis of the foregoing discussion the next step is to design
a. class -C oscillator to supply the necessary power for the
load, and for valve heaters where required. When this is
done, the anode and grid voltage swings required will be
known, and hence the numbers of turns required on the
grid and anode coils. These are normally single layer coils,
and the wire gauge is chosen so as to make the length
of the coil nearly equal to the length of the core limb upon
which it is to be placed. It is not necessary to tune the
anode coil to resonance, but it is usually necessary to
connect a small capacitance of about 50pF across the

TABLE I

WIRE
GAUGE
(s.w.G.)

TOTAL
TURNS

Co(PF) Lo(H)MO) a
in.)(X000 1 fx(kc/s). wx Lx

(MD) Qx Rx
(MCI)

32 800 6.9 115 36 63 180 0.069 634 43.4
34 1100 71 217 66 51 119 0.103 522 53.9
36 1600 7.3 4.60 140 39 71 0.169 403 681
38 2500 7.9 11.23 350 27 38 0.305 290 88.4
40 3800 8.6 25.95 800 19 21 0.522 214 113

42 5100 9.4 46.74 1440 15 13.5 0.756 175 132

44 7800 11.0 109.3 3360 10 7.2 1.294 128 166

TABLE 2

TOTAL
TURNS

MINIMUM D.C. LOAD RESISTANCE MEGOHMS
TRANSFORMER

EFFICIENCY PER CENT
HALF -WAVE
RECTIFIER

VOLTAGE
DOUBLER

VOLTAGE
TRIPLER

SINGLE -ENDED PUSH-PULL
OSCILLATOR OSCILLATOR S.E. P.P. S.E. P.P. S.E. P.P.

800 1.4 0.7 5.6 2.8 12.6 6.3 98.5 99.3
1100 21 1.0 8.4 4.2 18.9 9.4 98.1 99.1

1600 3.5 1.7 13.8 6.8 31.1 15.4 97.5 98.8
2500 6.3 3.1 25.3 12.4 56.9 27.9 96.6 98.3

3800 11.0 5.3 43.8 21.3 98.6 47.9 95.3 97.7
5100 16.0 7.8 64.0 31.2 144 70.2 94.3 97.2

7800 28.0 13.5 112.0 53.9 252 121.3 92.2 96.2
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anode coil in order to suppress parasitic oscillations at
highlrequency. This capacitor has a negligible effect upon
the operating conditions. When large currents are drawn
by the load, the power loss in the resistance of the secondary
coil may become noticeable, and must then be allowed
for. This is readily done in the same way as for normal
power transformers. A further effect which may be observed
is a slight variation of operating frequency with load resist-
ance. One cause of this is the fact that the rectifier system
acts as a load which has a small capacitive component,
depending upon the duration of the charging pulse flowing
into the reservoir capacitor. The duration of this pulse
depends upon the load, so that variations of load cause
slight frequency variations. Another cause which arises
in the case of rectifier systems in which D.c. flows through
the E.H.T. coil is the change with load of the D.C. magnetiza-
tion of the core. This effect is also slight owing to the
air -gap. Neither effect is normally of any practical
importance.

From the foregoing discussion, it will be obvious that the
limitation on efficiency will now be the efficiency of the
oscillator itself. To obtain the highest efficiency in the
oscillator, a power tetrode should be used. The oscillator
should be designed so that at full load the anode of the
valve just reaches the knee of the anode characteristic.
When this is done, the best regulation will be obtained.
Stabilization of output voltage is readily obtained where
necessary by control of the screen voltage. It will be found
that the. grid capacitor has an optimum value, which is
determined by experiment in a given case. The grid capa-
citor affects the overall efficiency by about 5 per cent.

In conclusion, three design examples will be given. The
first two of these have given over two years' trouble
free service and the third is an untried design.
Example 1

A unit to provide 2.5kV D.C. at 200µA, and 4V 1A for a
cathode-ray tube heater. Using a half -wave rectifier, the
A.C. load on the transformer is 6.25Mn. The 2 500 -turn
coil is suitable, and gives a transformer efficiency of 93
per cent. The H.T. supply is 250 vats, and a 6AQ5 is used
as the oscillator, with an EY51 as rectifier. Transformer
details are: Anode coil 200 turns, grid coil 85 turns, recti-
fier heater coil 9 turns, tube heater coil 6 turns. The current
drain is 30mA from the 250V line. Thus the input anode
power is 7.5 watts, and the useful power output 4.5 watts,

giving an efficiency of 60 per cent. The regulation from
no load to full load is 4 per cent.
Example 2

A unit giving 6.6kV D.c. at 2mA, 4V 2A for C.R.T.
heaters, and two floating supplies of 300V D.C. at lOmA.
Using a half -wave rectifier, the A.C. load resistance is
1-65M12. The 800 -turn coil is used, giving a transformer
efficiency of 96 per cent. An 807 is used as the oscillator,
and a U37 as the rectifier. The H.T. supply is 650V at a
drain of 61mA. Metal rectifiers were used for the 300V
%upplies. Coil details are : Anode coil 60 turns, grid coil
12 turns, tube heater coil 1 turn, rectifier heater coil 1

turn with a dropper resistance, 300 volt coils 36 turns
each, over grid coil. The input power is 39'6 watts, and
the useful power output 27.2 watts, giving an overall
efficiency of 6&8 per cent. The regulation from no load to
full load is 6 per cent.
Example 3

A unit suitable for use in television applications, pro-
ducing 7.5kV D.C. at 500/AA. For a half -wave rectifier, the
A.C. load is 7.5MQ. The 5 100 -turn coil is suitable, with
an EY51 rectifier or a metal rectifier. A 6J6 used as a
push-pull oscillator on a 300V supply would draw 20mA
on full load. Coil details: Anode coil 170-0-170 turns, grid
coil 20-0-20 turns, rectifier heater coil 6 turns. The overall
efficiency will be 63 per cent, the regulation about 3 per
cent per 100µA load current.
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Empirical Transient Formulae
For Systems with Flat or Peaked Frequency Responses

By Z. E. Jaworski*, Dipl.Ing., D.I.C.

Relation between the amplitude -frequency response of a network and its transient response is studied
in terms of their respective " shape parameters". The shape parameters of both responses are defined
and their interdependence is shown graphically for a number of networks. Empirical formulae linking

the shape parameters of both responses are introduced.

l'rq HE performance of any linear network can be described
1 by its frequency characteristic or its transient response.

The usual practice is to design a system for a given
frequency response and then check it for its transient
response. As both responses are the solution of the basic
differential equation of the system, and the link between
them is provided by the Laplace Transform, the evaluation
of the transient is straightforward mathematically, but
unfortunately it is usually a very tedious and cumbersome

*RCA Photophone Ltd.

job. Added to this lengthy operation is the fact that to
extract certain data concerning the transient, one is forced
to evaluate the whole response. Therefore a method of
evaluation is needed, which would shorten the mathematical
operation, and give the essential parameters of the step -
function response, in terms of the main parameters of the
amplitude -frequency characteristic.

This article sets out to establish, by correlation data,
that these approximate relationships can be found for the
following two classes of networks:

(a) Those having flat topped frequency response with a
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single peak at zero (centre) frequency, A. = Am
for x = 0, and

(b) Those having peaked frequency response with two
equal maxima symmetrical about zero (centre)
frequency, A. Am and Am for xm 0.

The method used in the investigation was that of trial
and error, and the resulting formulae are purely empirical,
with little theoretical support, apart from the fact that
systems with similar frequency characteristics must have
transients of similar shape.

Transient and Frequency Response
As the shape of the response is of primary consideration

in this article, we start with a definition of the important
parameters of both responses.

(a) THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE
The term transient response will refer here to the time

variation Q(t) of the output of a system which has been
excited by a unit step function. If such a function, having
an amplitude U = 0 up to a time t = 0, and U = 1 for
all time t o 0, is applied to a linear system, its output has

10

05 8

Fig. 1. Typical transient response

the general form:

Q(t) = 1 + K. exp snt
where :

K. is a coefficient dependent on system parameters and
the particular root of the equation, and

sa is a root of the characteristic equation of the
system.

This response can be derived from the differential equa-
tion of the system by any analytical method or can be
measured experimentally by taking oscillographic record-
ings of transient responses from the existing network. An
ideal network should reproduce any variation of input
without noticeable distortion.. This, however, is not
physically possible due to the presence of stored energy
throughout various parts of the system. Consequently, the
actual transient response has always a definite rise time
and possibly some transitory oscillation. Such a response
is found cnly in stable systems and it is to these systems
that this article is limited.

Fig. 1 shows a typical transient response to a unit step.
where:

8 is the rise time defined as the time taken by the
tangent to the response curve (at half of the steady
state value) to reach the steady state value of the
response.

y is the overshoot defined as the difference between
the first maximum value of the response curve and
the steady state value.

PO %) is the relaxation time defined as the time taken
from the mid -point amplitude of the transient
response, to the moment when the envelope to the

t

response deviates from the steady state by a pre-
scribed proportion of the steady state value.

8 is the time delay defined as the time taken by the
response curve to reach half of its final value.

7 is the period of oscillation at the top of the response.
The above defined parameters will be referred to in the

rest of the article as the " shape parameters " of the tran-
sient response. The three parameters of most practical
importance are, rise time, overshoot and relaxation time.

(b) THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The term frequency response refers to magnitude and

phase relationships between the input and the output func-
tions of the system, when the time variation of the input
is sinusoidal. If a sinusoidal function:

Qt = AI e'wt
is applied to the input of a linear network, the resulting
output:

Q0(t) = A. ej[6*-95]

is also sinusoidal, having the same frequency as the input

Fig. 2. Typical frequency response

but a different amplitude and phase. Their ratio:

Q0/ Qi = M(w) e -OM
independent of time, is a complex function of the net-
work constants and the angular frequency w. It determines
the transmission property of the network and is known
as the frequency characteristic of the system. Being a
complex function, the frequency characteristic is presented
graphically by two diagrams, showing amplitude/frequency
and phase/frequency relations. The graphical representa-
tion takes precedence over the analytical in cases where
it is simpler to measure the frequency response than to
calculate it.

Another factor to be taken into account is the relation
between the phase and amplitude characteristics of the
system. It was proved by Bode that these two charac-
teristics are strictly related for all minimum phase shift
networks. As the majority of practical networks are such,
one is released from the necessity of studying the two
characteristics separately and remain with the choice of
either. Because the amplitude/frequency characteristic is
more commonly used and much easier to determine experi-
mentally than the phase characteristic, it was decided to
use the former as the basis for investigation.

Fig. 2 shows the general form of the amplitude -
frequency response.
Here:

x=w/wo is the normalized frequency taken as the
ratio of the angular frequency w to some particular
frequency wo (e.g. resonance frequency) of the
system.

xm is the value of the normalized frequency for
which the response exhibits a maximum.
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Ao is the frequency invariant giving the amplitude of
the response at zero (centre) frequency.

Am is the maximum amplitude of the response.
Be is the bandwidth e the level 3db (0.707) below

zero (centre) frequency value.
Be is the bandwidth at the level 6db (0.5) below zero

(centre) frequency value.
The form of the frequency response shown on Fig. 2

can be attributed, either to a low-pass network or a band-
pass one. In the former case x = 0 is the zero frequency
of the response, and in the latter, x = 0 corresponds
to the centre frequency of the response. For band-pass
networks, Fig. 2 represents the response of the network for
positive frequencies only. The response for the negative
frequencies is omitted as contributing negligibly to the
transient.

The parameters Ao, Am, Be, Be are of special interest
here and henceforth these parameters will be referred to
as " shape parameters " of the frequency response.

It was found necessary during the investigation to derive
a more descriptive shape parameter and the new parameter,
called the " Form Parameter " was defined as:

Be A.,
Fp (1)

Be Ao

This parameter is dimensionless and being the product
of two ratios, is independent of the dimensions of either
B or A. For flat frequency responses, the ratio Am/Ao
equals unity, and the whole form parameter reduces itself
to the simple ratio of Bel Be, which describes the slope
of the frequency response curve.

For ideal filters, having a rectangular frequency charac-
teristic, the value of form parameter Fr is unity.

Approximate Transient Formulae
Using the above defined shape parameters, the following

approximate relationships have been established :

RISE TIME
Rise time in the transient response is the measure of

failure imposed by the physical nature of the network, to
follow accurately any sudden change of the input signal.
The usual practice is to decrease rise time as far as other
considerations will permit. The importance of rise time
in design is probably responsible for at least three different
definitions, all of which are in common use today. One
defines rise time as the time taken by the tangent to the
response curve (at the maximum slope of its leading edge)
to reach the steady state value of the response. Another
defines it as the time within which the transient rises from
04 to 0.9 of its final value, and yet another has it as the
time taken by the transient to reach 0.85 of its final value
from the beginning of the transient.

All these definitions have their justification and it is
difficult to decide which one should be accepted as stan-
dard. The one used here is similar to the first of the above
three and has the additional advantage of being easier to
determine. These two similar definitions give the same
results for multi -stage amplifiers where the maximum slope
tends to occur near the half amplitude point as the number
of stages increases, and also in the case of ideal filters
where the maximum slope occurs at exactly half ampli-
tude. Using our definition of rise time the well-known'
formula :

0 = 1/B, (2)
was calculated for all the systems under consideration.
The results are plotted on Fig. 3 in the form of 0B6
against the different values of the overshoot.
It can be seen from this diagram that the average error
introduced by this formula is not greater than 15 per cent.
In equation (2) 9 has the dimension of time units and Be

is in cycles per time unit. If Be is expressed as a normalized
frequency, 0 is then expressed in time units multiplied by
(00. Using the form parameter, equation (2) can be rewritten
as follows:

0
FD_ A.-
Be Am (3)

OVERSHOOT

The next parameter of importance is overshoot. There is
fair agreement as to its definition and the one used here
is that generally accepted. There are certain applications
where a degree of overshoot is permissible, but in general,
the less overshoot the better.
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The dependence of the overshoot on the slope
of the frequency response can be seen on Fig. 4,
where the calculated values of overshoot are plotted against
the corresponding ratio BelBe. In general, overshoot
increases with an increase in the slope, but the speed of
increase is different according to whether the circuit has a
flat frequency response or a peaked one. In peaked
response circuits, the overshoot grows more quickly than
in flat topped circuits. This different rate of increase
disappears when overshoot is referred to the form para-
meter. Fig. 5 shows the variation of overshoot with form
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parameter as evaluated for all the circuits considered.
The relation between overshoot and form parameter

as derived from the above diagram, is given by the
formula :

-y = 58 Fp - 39 (4)

Here y is given as a percentage of the steady state value
of the respone and form parameter F, is dimensionless.
The average error given by this formula is 14 per cent and
the maximum error is never more than 25 per cent. It
should be noticed also that the absolute error increases
with an increase in overshoot.

RELAXATION TIME9
The last transient shape parameter of importance is

relaxation time. It measures the time which the transient
oscillations on the top of the response, take to die away.
It can also measure the amount of damping existent in
the circuit. The bigger the damping, the shorter the relaxa-
tion time and vice versa.

4
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4b sApproximate value
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Fig. 5. Percentage of overshoot Y against the form parameter F

Two values of relaxation time were considered: p(1%)
and p(o.1%). They were evaluated for all the networks
investigated and their dependence on the form parameter
was studied.

Fig. 6 gives the variation of p (I%) and of p(o.1%) with
the form parameter. The approximate formula; for relaxa-
tion time were derived by the same method as that for
the overshoot, and the results were as follows:

NI %) = 1/B, (7Fp - 3) (5)

p(0.1%) = 1/B6 (9Fp - 3) (5a)

What was said previously regarding the dimensions of rise
time, applies now to relaxation time. The total root mean
squared error, introduced by equation (5) is 18 per cent
and that introduced by equation (5a) is 25 per cent.

TIME DELAY AND OSCILI.ATION PERIOD
The remaining two parameters are of little use in prac-

tice, and are only included here to complete the para-
metric description of the transient response.

Time delay is dependent on the phase relationship

between components of the frequency spectrum and of the
unit step. For networks with a linear phase characteristic
near centre frequency, time delay is given by the follow-
ing formula:

8 = [dc i) I dx]x = 0 (6)

In this formula 95 represents the phase shift of the net-
work in degrees. Time delay is a function of the number
of stages and generally increases with them. The rate of
increase is dependent on the type of network concerned.

The period of oscillation at the top of the transient
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Fig. 6. Relaxation times p(1.0%) and p(0.1%) against for parameter F
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Fig. 7. The product of 0 A, against overshoot y

reciprocates approximately the cut-off frequency of the
low-pass network. For networks whose frequency responses
exhibit a resonance peak, the period of oscillation is
roughly equal to the reciprocal of the resonant frequency:

T = (7)
where fo is either the cut-off or resonant frequency.

An attempt to represent the last two parameters as a
function of the form parameter, was unsuccessful.

Relation Between Overshoot and Rise Time
Combining the equations (2), (3) and (4) the following

expression is arrived at:

BB, - (v + 39)A
(8)

58 Fiv4m

which relates overshoot to rise time. The values of BB,
were calculated from equation (8) and plotted on Fig. 7
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against the increasing overshoot. The results were checked
by using separate values for 0 and B,, which were derived
directly from the corresponding responses of considered
networks.

The curves of Fig. 7 show that the product 0B, has a
tendency to increase with a rise in overshoot. This some-
what startling result can be physically explained in the
following way.

Rise time depends on the particular relationship between
the individual component frequencies of the unit step
spectrum which pass through the network. The minimum
rise time is obtained if and when all contributing sine
waves reach their greatest slope simultaneously. For the
component frequency having the same amplitude, the slope
will increase with the frequency. As the amplitude of the
contributing frequencies of the unit step spectrum
diminishes with frequency, the resulting contribution to
the slope is roughly the same for each harmonic. This is
true for the ideal filter. In any real filter, the effect of
higher harmonics is still further reduced by the particular
frequency characteristic of the network. In general it can
be said that the slope (reciprocal of rise time) of the tran-
sient response is proportional to the bandwidth and can
never be higher than the maximum slope of the highest
contributing harmonics.

From equation (8) it is seen that for a constant B, the
value of rise time increases (slope diminishes) with, the
increase of overshoot. This increase of overshoot is neces-
sarily accompanied by an increase of form parameter. The
increase of form parameter in flat frequency responses
having a constant B, can only be achieved by diminishing
the bandwidth at Be. Thus, the number of higher har-
monics which can be passed through the filter is- reduced,
and as a result, the rise time is increased.

Conclusions
From the previously presented formula, it is possible

to derive a set of rules governing the behaviour of the
transient response. Taking the transient shape parameters
in the same order as given in this article, it can be said
that:

RISE TIME
(a) Decreases with the increase of bandwidth at 6db

level.
(b) Increases slightly with the gain in overshoot for

a constant bandwidth at 3db level.

OVERSHOOT

(a) Increases with an increase of the form parameter.
(b) For the flat frequency response, decreases with the

decrease of the ratio B,/B6.
(c) Is greater for a peaked response than for a flat

response with the same ratio of B,/Be.
RELAXATION TFME

(a) Increases with an increase of the form parameter.
(b) Decreases with the increase of bandwidth at 6db

level.
These rules apply only to the two previously specified

groups of networks, and even there they only represent
general trends of behaviour.

From the above it can be finally concluded that the
network capable of reproducing a unit step with the least
distortion, should have a frequency response of trape-
zoidal form. Its bandwidth at 6db level should have the
greatest permissible value, and the ratio B,/BR should be
less than 0.5. Such a network could be defined as an
" ideal transient filter " as against the commonly known
" ideal (frequency) filter." Thus it can be seen that con-
ditions for the ideal frequency response are incompatible

with those for the ideal transient response and the degree
of compromise lies with the designer.
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APPENDIX

FORMULAE FOR THE FREQUENCY/ AMPLITUDE RESPONSES
RESPONSES OF THE NETWORKS

Nomenclature:
M-modulus of the response,
n-number of stages,
x-normalized frequency,
f-critical frequency of the network.

FLAT RESPONSES

(1) Critically Coupled Pairs'
M, = (1 + x4)-'12

where

x = 2Q.Af/f0 and B,IB, = -121in - I\
N k22/. - 1 J

(2) Staggered n-tiples3
M2 = (1 + X29- 1/2

where
x = 2QAf fo and B,IB6='1211V3

(3). Low-pass Filter with Semi -infinite Constant Slope
Response'

and
M, = I for 0 < x < 1

= .r-n for 1 < x < co
n V0707

PEAKED RESPONSES

(4) The Compensated RC Amplifier'

M4 - 1 ±
(xQ)2

1
1(X/Q)2 + (x2 - 1)2

Q = 1/k -,1/0). RC
(4a) k = 1.41
(4b) k = 1.51

(5) Series Peaking Coil'
A45 x20/Q, +

}-112

(6) Shunt Peaking Coil4
1 + (xQ)2M, -

(x I Q)2 + (x2 - 1)2

(7) Simple Servo Mechanism'
M, = { (1 - X2)2 + (2px)21-112
fo =1/It V(k/J) k-stiffness
p = f/21/(0) .1-inertia.
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A Compensated Square Wave Phase
Discriminator

By R. Caldecott*, B.Sc.

THIS square wave phase discriminator was developed to
meet the special needs of the servo system in an equip-

ment used for the automatic recording of V.H.F. aerial
radiation patterns. The demands made on this type of
equipment are very exacting and, at low signal levels, a
very high degree of stability is required in order that the
signal shall not be " lost " among the random fluctuations
in the various component circuits, in particular, in the
phase discriminator. The following circuit was devised
with a view to compensating the effects of all external
variations other than those of the input signal.

The Circuit of the Phase Discriminator
An examination of the circuit (Fig. 1.) shows that it con-

sists principally of four triode-hexode mixers, whose
hexodes are arranged in a form of bridge network. The
valves are connected in pairs (x and y), each pair sharing
a common anode load.

The reference signal consists of two anti -phase square
waves, of approximately 100 volts peak -to -peak, injected
at the terminals A and B. A square wave is fed to a phase-
splitter to provide the reference signal or two anti -phase
square waves may be generated by a suitable device. The
square waves are fed through two Westectors (WX6) and
the diode -connected triode sections of the X78 valves. This
arrangement clamps the mixer grid at cathode potential
while the reference signal is positive and provides a large
cut-off potential when it is negative. The effect of any
variations in the amplitude and waveform of the reference
signal upon the phase discriminating properties of the cir-
cuit is, thus, minimized.

It will now be apparent that only one of the hexodes
passes current through each anode load at any given
instant and that, provided the reference signal has a steep
wave -front, immediately one valve of a pair ceases to con-
duct, the other conducts. Thus, a steady current flows
through each anode load resistance and provides a steady
output which is independent of relatively wide variations
in the mark -space ratio of the reference signals. When the
circuit is in a balanced condition, the current in the two
anode loads is equal and the output is zero.

Consider now the effect of applying a square wave signal,
which is of unknown amplitude but either in phase, or in
anti -phase, with the reference signal, at the point marked
" input " in the diagram. This signal is divided into two
equal anti -phase components by means of the L77 phase
splitter valve. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that
the upper two valves are conducting and that the unknown
input signal is on its positive excursion, i.e., in phase with
reference signal A. There will then be a decrease in cur-
rent in the left-hand hexode anode load and an equal in-
crease in the right-hand load. On reversal of the reference
signal, the lower two valves will conduct and, since the un-
known signal will also have reversed in phase, the previous
current changes will be maintained. Thus, a steady D.C.
output whose amplitude is dependent upon the amplitude
of the input will be obtained. When the input signal is in

 E.M.I. Engineering Development Ltd.

phase with the reference signal B, the sense of the output
is reversed.

As a precaution against undesired fluctuations, the H.T.
supply is stabilized and a neon stabilizer is provided for
the screens of the hexodes. Variations due to changes in
valve constants are, of course, minimized by the
balanced nature of the system. The phase discrimination
of the circuit is, thus, made substantially independent of
all normal variations in supply voltages or, as already
stated, of changes in the amplitude of either of the signals
or their mark -space ratio. However, the maximum sensi-
tivity of the circuit and, hence, the maximum value of the
output signal, is only obtained when the mark -space ratio
of the input and reference signals is the same.

The response of the circuit has been found to be almost
linear for inputs up to 1.75 volts R.M.S. with an overall gain
of 34 times, where the gain is defined as the ratio.

D.c. output voltage
R.M.S. input voltage
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In pu
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BOI F
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o 0
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Fig. 1. The circuit described

185A2

0
250V -

Applications of the Circuit
In the foregoing description, only signals which are

either in phase, or in anti -phase, with the reference signal
have been considered. However, if a signal of constant
amplitude but continuously variable phase is injected, the
output will be a measure of the phase -angle and will be
zero in the quadrature condition.

So far, the discussion has been limited to square waves.
The circuits has, however, been operated with equal suc-
cess using sine wave input signals, the output being slightly
less smooth in this case. The output will consist of half
sine waves which are, however, smoothed by the capacitors
connected across the output load resistors. No attempt
has yet been made to use a sine wave as a reference signal
but, providing the amplitude is sufficiently great, the limit-
ing device in the reference signal input circuit will ensure
satisfactory results.
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Electrophoresis in the Valve Industry
By L. E. Grey*, B.Sc., and R. 0. Jenkins, A.R.C.S., D.I.C., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

The deposition of particles from a suspensoid by the application of an electric field is widely used
in the valve industry for coating components. This process, known as electrophoresis, necessitates
very careful control of impurities providing ions which form a charged double layer on the
particles. Emissive filament, heater and insulator coating methods using electrophoresis are described.

LECTROPHORESIS is an unfamiliar process to most
Escientists and technicians, although it is closely analogous
to the well known process of electroplating. Electro-
plating, of course, consists of deposition of a metal on to
the negative electrode when D.c. is passed between two
electrodes immersed in an electrolyte containing appro-
priate metal salts in solution. Electrophoresis consists of
the deposition of small particles on to one of two elec-
trodes placed in a suspension of the particles in a liquid
when a voltage is applied between them. These particles
may be sub -microscopically small or may be of the order
of a few microns (10-3mm) in diameter. If they are very
small, they will stay permanently suspended in the liquid,
and the mixture is known as a colloidal suspension, but if
greater than about a micron, they will slowly settle to the
bottom, and the mixture is called a suspensoid.

The process of electrophoresis is used in a number of
ways in the manufacture of radio valves when controllable
and quick deposition of particles from suspensoids is
required, and it enables operations which are otherwise
wasteful and tedious to be done economically and easily.
The process thus contributes to the reliability of valves and
reduces their cost.

Theory of the Process
THE MOVEMENT OF PARTICLES

A very early experiment by Reuss in 1808 demonstrated
the effect of electrophoresis very clearly. Two tubes con-
taining water were inserted into a mass of wet clay and
a voltage applied between electrodes dipping into the
tubes. It was found that clay particles moved into the
tube with the positive electrode, and water out of the clay
mass into the tube with the negative electrode. To explain
the effect, Helmholz postulated the existence of a
charged double layer on the particles. According to
this theory, the particles suspended in the liquid, acquire
a layer of negative charges, while the liquid surrounding
it becomes correspondingly charged by an equal amount
of positive charge. When an electric field is applied across
the liquid, the negatively charged particles will tend to
move towards the positive electrode and the positively
charged liquid toward the negative electrode.

If the state of affairs in the suspension is idealized as
in Fig. 1, the velocity v of the particle in an electric field
dE 1 dx is:

dEv = -  -
67r dx

(1 + r18)
n

where E is the dielectric constant of the liquid, 91 the
viscosity of the liquid, V the potential difference between
the particle surface and the contra -charge layer in the
liquid, r the particle radius, and 8 the distance between
the particle surface and the contra -charge layer. This
formula agrees with experiment in showing that the velo-
city is almost independent of particle size (as r/8 is small)
and is proportional to the field. The value of V and 8

 Research Staff of the M. -O. Valve Co. Ltd., at the G.E.C. Research Labora-
tories, Wembley, England.

depend largely on the concentration and valency of the
ions in solution. It may be seen immediately that the
efficiency of the process will depend largely on the presence
of a small amount of the right kind of ions being present in
the liquid. This in turn depends on the presence of a
small amount of an appropriate electrolyte in the otherwise
insulating liquid.

THE STABILITY OF SUSPENSIONS
Providing particles of a few microns diameter do pot

coalesce in the suspension, they settle out relatively

LIQUID

+_,..CONTRO
IONS

Fig. 1. Particle with charged double layer

slowly, while if they are much smaller than a micron, the
Brownian movement will keep them in suspension perma-
nently. Some suspensions, however, settle very quickly
because the small particles coagulate. It may be seen from
Fig. 1 that as particles with a double layer approach one
another, providing the contra ions in the liquid are fairly
diffusely distributed, the like charged particles will repel
each other before contact. Only those with highest
Brownian velocity, will come close enough for surface
attraction forces to come into play and cause coagulation.
If, however, the contra ion concentration is high close to
the particle, they will be able to approach much closer to
each other because the presence of the contra ions will
neutralize the repulsion of the charges on the particles.
There will thus be a much greater chance of coagulation
taking place, and this may happen if the concentration of
electrolyte becomes too high. The chance of this happen-
ing also increases if the particle concentration is high. In
addition, it has been shown that as the valency of the
contra ion increases, the distance between the contra ion
layer and the particle decreases rapidly. Thus very small
concentrations of trivalent contra ions such as aluminium.
will have a marked effect on rate of electrophoresis and
relatively little will cause coagulation, whereas the con-
centration of monovalent contra ions, such as sodium, will
not be so critical. With most suspensions considered here,
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the ions giving the double layer are derived from an electro-
lyte in the liquid. This electrolyte in turn may be present
due to solution of adsorbed impurities on the original
solid particles, which dissolve in the liquid and provide a
source of ions. This occurs more easily if the liquid is
water or contains water as an impurity.

It may thus be seen that conditions for good electro-
phoretic deposition and good stability of the suspension
both depend on provision of the right kind of ions in a
suitable concentration. This can only be controlled by
extreme care to ensure that the solid particles are free
from soluble impurities and that any organic liquids used
are water -free, thus any necessary electrolyte can be
introduced in the exact quantities required. The actual
sign of the charge on the particles and hence whether
they deposit on the anode or cathode, depends both on
the nature of the particle and the liquid. Basic substances
in water tend to become negatively charged, acidic sub-
stances positively charged, while neutral substances are
usually negatively charged because the negatively charged
hydroxyl ion is more easily adsorbed on their surface.
When organic liquids are used for the suspending medium
the sign of the charge will depend on small quantities of
mpurities on the particles and also on water or electrolyte

already present or added to the liquid.

rocesses in Valve Making
MISSIVE COATINGS: BATTERY FILAMENTS
One important application of electrophoresis in valve

.making is in the preparation of the thermionic oxide
coated cathode. The cathode of a battery valve consists
of a very thin nickel or tungsten wire coated before

barium strontium and calcium carbonates. These wires
re usually less than 0.001in thick (finer than a human
air), and have to be coated to at least double their thick-
ess with the carbonate layer. This layer can be applied
y dragging the wire through a sludge of the carbonate
nd then baking it on by passing the wire through an
ven at about 600° C. This can be a tedious process as
any passes are necessary and the high temperature may
neal and weaken nickel wire, or cause oxidation of

ungsten wire and thus adversely effect the final perform-
nce of the valve.
The carbonates may, however, be applied to the wire

y electrophoresis, by passing it through a suitable
uspension of the carbonate particles in an organic liquid
nd applying a voltage between the wire and a surrounding
lectrode. The coating can thus be applied in a single
ass without any high temperature treatment which might
poil the final cathode.

The carbonate particles are usually approximately 1

icron diameter and some agitation of the suspension
s necessary to prevent them from settling out. The
dhesion of the carbonates to the wire must be sufficient
o allow subsequent handling during mounting and some

form of binder must be applied to the deposited carbonate
tayer to provide the necessary adhesion. In one process
he carbonates are suspended in a solution of nitro

cellulose in various organic solvents and the composition
of the suspension is adjusted so that both the nitro
,x1lulose and the carbonates deposit simultaneously on the
wire to give a layer with the necessary adhesion.

The co -precipitated carbonates are ball milled into a

Methyl
of nitro cellulose in butyl acetate, acetone and

Methyl alcohol. To provide the necessary free ions to
give the charged double layer on the carbonate particles,

small amount of electrolyte is added. This must not
arm the final cathode, and strontium nitrate solution in

water has been found very suitable, the particles becoming
negatively charged.

A diagram of the plant is shown in Fig. 2. The wire
s drawn off the spool and passes over a metal pulley and

down through an insulated guide to a pulley
of bakelite at the bottom of the coating bath. The wire
then comes up to the surface of the bath in the centre of
an electrode, thence through a low temperature drying
oven to evaporate the organic solvents from the coated
layer before it passes over the final pulleys and is spooled.
A potential is applied between the wire via the first pulley
and the electrode in the bath, the wire being made positive.
The thickness of the coating applied can be varied by
adjusting the voltage which is usually of the order of
50 volts, and the wire passes through the plant at about
10ft per minute.

It is necessary to provide some form of stirring to
prevent the particles of the suspension settling to the
bottom and this may be accomplished by having inclined
fins on the outside of the open mesh cylindrical electrode
in the suspension and rotating the bath on its vertical
axis at about 100 rev/min. This type of suspension has
an appreciable electrolytic conductivity and a current of
some milliamperes passes during the coating process.

DRYING
OVEN

150°C

HT +

TAKE OFF
SPOOL

STIRRING

DRIVE
MOTOR

Fig. 2. Plant for coating wire

WINDING
SPOOL

The alternative process applies the carbonates from a
suspension in one of the alcohols in the range from
methyl to amyl alcohol. In this case, the particles take
up a positive charge, and the wire must, therefore, be
made the cathode in the coating bath. As the wire passes
through the suspension, it becomes coated with the car-
bonates, but without binder. Before contacting any pulleys
or guides, the alcohol must be evaporated from the coat-
ing by passing the coated wire through an oven, and a
binder such as nitrocellulose solution or molten paraffin
wax applied to the wire, by passing it through the binder
carried in the deep groove in a pulley, or some other suit-
able applicator. The plant can be laid out in a similar
manner to that previously described or it can be arranged
horizontally and the suspension stirred by circulation. The
voltage across the coating bath is of the order of 50 volts,
and a coating speed of a few feet per minute is usually
employed.

Suspensions for this process are very poor electrical con-
ductors and the current through the bath is less than
a milliampere. These suspensions have a considerable
tendency to coagulate and will not coat satisfactorily if
the ion concentration rises above a very low value and
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it is, therefore, essential to use very pure water -free
alcohol. The carbonates must also be well washed and
precipitated in such a manner as to avoid excessive
adsorbed impurities. One other difficulty sometimes
encountered is that although the particles migrate to the
wire, surface tension forces strip the coating off as it
leaves the surface. This is caused by the particles carrying
excess liquid with them, and usually is associated with a
slight tendency to particle coagulation in the suspension.

RECTIFIER STRIPS
A directly heated rectifier cathode consists of a length

of nickel ribbon about 1 mm wide, coated initially with
co -precipitated barium, strontium, and calcium carbonates.
This coating can be carried out by dragging the strip
through a sludge previously described for wire coating,
but it has been found that the cataphoretic coating pro-
cess has some advantages. Due to surface tension forces,
the sludge method gives a coating with the cross section
shown in Fig. 3(a). By using cataphoretic coating, a strip
with cross section as in Fig. 3(b) can be obtained, and such
a strip gives a better thermionic emission which is very
desirable.

The suspension used is similar to that containing nitro-
cellulose, as described previously. For strip coating, a
plasticizer is usually advisable, as pure nitrocellulose

..,i111111111

1411111111111P

(0) (b)

Fig. 3. Cross-section of filament strips
(a) drag coated. (b) cataphoretically coated

binder is rather brittle. The usual plasticizers such as
dibutyl pthalate or camphor are found quite suitable. The
plant is similar in layout to that used for wire coating,
but it has been found that more satisfactory quick drying
can be obtained by warming the strip by radio frequency
eddy currents, and thus drying the coating from the inside.
The strip passes through a coil 9in long and lin diameter
carrying the radio frequency current. On this plant, the
strip can also be given a channel section before coating,
by passing through suitable rollers, and it thus has greater
inherent rigidity in the final valves.

Heater Coating
WIRE COATING

The mains valve cathode consists of a nickel tube of
rectangular, oval oi- circular cross section coated on the
outside with the normal barium strontium calcium oxide.
To maintain it at 750°C the nickel tube contains a heater
which must be electrically insulated from the cathode. The
insulation resistance must be at least 10W-2 at running
temperature. Such heaters are made from tungsten or
molybdenum tungsten alloy wire coated with a layer of
pure aluminium oxide. The heater can be made from a
straight wire bent into a multi -limb form, or maybe a
double helix or a small coil bent into a V. The multi -
limb type of heater is usually made by pre -coating the
wire with alumina and then winding it round a sharp edged
former similar to a double-edged razor blade. To make this
heater successfully, the coating must have a good adhesion
and should not break off at the bends, but only crack
locally, and there is then little danger of the tips of the
bends short-circuiting with each other. This pre -coating can
be accomplished very successfully by electrophoresis. The
process is similar to that for coating emitting filaments
from a suspension using binder.

Pure alumina with a crystal size of the order of 1 to 5
microns, is ball milled into a nitrocellulose solution in
acetone and methyl alcohol. Various additions have been
used to provide the free ions necessary to form the double
layer, and make electrophoresis possible. The most effective
is a small controlled amount of ordinary salt solution. The
chlorine ions are adsorbed on to the alumina particles
which become negatively charged, and are deposited on
the wire given a positive potential in the bath. The wire
is passed through the apparatus shown in Fig. 2 at a speed
of about 15 feet per minute, and a layer 0.06mm thick is
applied. The variation in the speed of coating with the
addition of salt solution to the suspension is shown in
Fig. 4. These are experimental curves taken with a current
of 50mA flowing through the bath. It may be seen that the
optimum ion concentration is obtained when the quantity
of sodium chloride is 0.2 per cent of the alumina content.
To ensure sufficient water to ionize it properly, the salt
must be added as a solution at a concentration of not more
than 3 per cent. If this concentration is exceeded, there is
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Fig. 4. Effect of salt on coating of alumina

not enough water to ionize the salt sufficiently, and more
salt is necessary.

When excess water is added, the conductivity of the bath
increases, and the applied voltage to give 50mA drops.
As the rate of deposition is proportional to the field, the
coating thickness drops correspondingly. The current must
be limited to about 50mA as the excess gas produced by
electrolysis disrupts the coating.

It has been found essential that the alumina is well
washed so as to be free from soluble impurities, particularly
those with divalent or trivalent ions which would decrease
the speed of coating. Also, if excess electrolysis takes
place, the gases produced may spoil the texture of the
final coating.

When the wire has been coated, the heaters are made
by winding on a former, and are inserted in alumina tubes.
They are then heated at about 1 600°C for a few minutes
in hydrogen in a molybdenum wound tube furnace to
remove the nitrocellulose binder and sinter the alumina
into a hard coating. The tips of such heaters are shown
in Fig. 5 compared with those obtained with the alterna-
tive drag coating process.

TiP COATING
In certain high voltage low current heaters, a large

number of limbs of thin wire are necessary, and relative
movement of the limbs and short-circuiting between tips
may take place. This can be avoided by dipping the end
of the heater into a bath containing a suitable cataphoretic
suspension and applying coating locally on the tips. A
suspension of finely divided bentonite clay in water can
be used for this purpose.
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COILED HEATER COATING
It is possible to coat preformed coiled heaters by elec-

trophoresis. Coating the reverse helix type is not very
satisfactory, as the suspension tends to be retained by the
coil on withdrawal from the bath, causing uneven coating
and turns which are locked together, and the relatively
wasteful method of spraying is therefore usually adopted.
The close wound coil formed into a V can, however, be
coated very satisfactorily by electrophoresis. The coils
are usually of tungsten, wound on a molybdenum mandrel
which can be left in position for the coating process. The
heaters are held in a clip with the vertex of the V down-
wards and dipped into the coating bath to the required
depth, the voltage applied for a few seconds and the
coated heaters then withdrawn. This process can be
mechanized on a multi -head machine or done on a semi -
mechanized single head machine as described in the next
section. The coated heater is sintered in hydrogen at

Fig. 5. Heater tips ( x 10)
(left) drag coated (right) cataphoretically coated

1 600°C and the molybdenum mandrel dissolved in acid
subsequently.

Suspensoids containing nitrocellulose binder can be
used, although their relatively high viscosity gives a tendency
for liquid to be retained in the tip of the V, and the lower
viscosity suspensoid of alumina in alcohol is better from
this point of view.

INSULATED SUPPORT COATING
In battery valves, the filament is often located at points

along its length by being pulled against a support from
the control grid or other electrode. This increases the
natural frequency of vibration of the filament and reduces
microphony very considerably. It is essential that these
supports are covered with an insulated layer and electro-
phoresis is the best way of accomplishing this. The
supports are usually of 0.1mm diameter molybdenum wire
with one end bent to the desired shape and coated with
the insulator, and the other end attached to the grid side
rod. To coat the supports a large number are fixed to a
thick wire to form a comb. The tips of the comb are then
immersed in the coating bath and the voltage applied for
a few seconds and the wires with coated tips then with-
drawn. They are subsequently sintered in hydrogen to
give a strong insulating layer.

An alumina heater coating suspension can be used but
a coating with lower sintering temperature is suitable, as
the temperature of operation in the valve is quite low and
such mixtures give adequate insulation. Such a suspen-
soid consists of alumina and clay suspended in a dilute
aqueous solution of sodium silicate and only a few volts
need be applied to the bath for coating at a suitable rate.

Coating is performed on a single head machine shown
in Fig. 6. The " comb " is fixed in a clip and a cam
operated dipper raises the coating from the main container
till the comb dips in the surface to the right depth. The
voltage is then applied for the appropriate time and the
dipper then lowered. The coating is stirred continuously
in the main container by rotation at about 60 rev/min
and inclined vanes are attached to the outside of the
dipper, to assist the mixing.

Other Uses of Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis can be used in other ways in valve

making. Zirconium metal powder is applied to the anodes

Fig. 6. Comb -type coating plant

of transmitting valves to act as a getter, and this is some-
times applied by electrophoresis in preference to painting.
Grids which have to dissipate a lot of heat can be coated
with a carbon layer by electrophoresis to increase their
thermal radiation and thus reduce the temperature.

Conclusion
It is hoped that this outline will have demonstrated how

a relatively obscure branch of physical chemistry has
become of use to the valve engineer to enable him to make
valves more reliably and efficiently. The process will no
doubt continue to be used in these and other ways in the
industry.
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Arc Voltage Drop Measurements on
Grid -controlled Mercury Rectifiers

By T. H. Barton*, B.Eng., Ph.D., and F. A. Benson* M.Eng., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E.

The Ratcliffe -Isaacs oscillograph method' for measuring arc voltage drop in mercury rectifiers
gives erroneous results. The circuit can be modified, however, to produce correct readings as

shown and discussed here.
Some comments are made about measurements, with the new instrument, on a grid -controlled

rectifier. For this purpose a further circuit addition is desirable.

TARIOUS methods .have been suggested for measuring
V the arc voltage drop in mercury -arc rectifiers".

Reference has been made to a number of these by Ratcliffe
and Isaacs' who have also presented a novel oscillograph
method. The authors recently constructed the instrument
designed by Ratcliffe and Isaacs to carry out some
measurements on a new rectifier and found that it gave
erroneous results. This led to an essential modification of
the circuit which is given and discussed in this article.
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Fig. 1. Original circuit of Ratcliffe and Isaacs

Some experience with the use of the modified instrument
for measuring arc voltage drop in grid -controlled recti-
fiers with various angles of delay is described and another
addition to the circuit is suggested.

The circuit given by Ratcliffe and Isaacs is reproduced
in Fig. 1. The voltage drop to be measured is fed to a single-
stage feedback amplifier and dispenses with the need for a
double -beam oscillograph which is essential with an earlier
method of a similar type'. The circuit provides its own
zero -level indication in the manner described below. The
output is taken from the anode of the amplifier through a
diode and capacitor to the deflecting plates of an oscillo-
graph. The diode is intended to act as a switch allowing
the anode -voltage variations of the amplifier to be trans-
mitted to the oscillograph only when the anode voltage
lies below the potential of the potentiometer slider. To
set up the circuit for measurements the potentiometer
slider is simply adjusted, with the input terminals short-
circuited, until there is no potential difference across the
diode. This is done by connecting a microammeter across
the diode as shown in Fig. 1. Having made this adjust-
ment the short-circuit at the input is removed, the meter
is taken from across the diode and the arc voltage drop

* The University of Sheffield

to be measured is applied to the input terminals. If the
input voltage applied to the amplifier is at zero level it
has been assumed that the diode is on the point of non -
conduction. Then, when the rectifier anode becomes
positive with respect to the cathode a negative -going wave
appears at the amplifier anode and is transmitted through
the diode to the oscillograph. For the period when the
input voltage is reversed the diode becomes non -conduct-
ing and the waveform is not applied to the oscillograph.
Thus, Ratcliffe and Isaacs have taken the zero input level
to represent the demarcation between the points where a
signal is, and is not, transmitted to the oscillograph.

-I.0 0
ANODE VOLTAGE ( V )

Fig. 2. Typical characteristic for diode type EA50

When the circuit was used recently by the authors a
figure of about 26V was obtained for the arc -voltage drop
of the particular rectifier being examined and the oscillo-
grams appeared to be satisfactory. The result was con-
siderably in excess of the expected value of 18V, however,
and checks by other methods confirmed that the instru-
ment was reading much too high. An investigation was,
therefore, carried out to find the reasons for the incorrect
readings.

The trouble was due to the fact that the diode used by
the authors (type EA501 conducts before the amplifier
anode voltage goes negative as can be seen from the
typical characteristics of Fig. 2. This is probably true of
most other diodes, if not all. It should be noted that
Ratcliffe and Isaacs do not state the type of diode which
they used and, therefore, presumably regard the choice as
unimportant. It will be realized that, in setting up the
instrument for measurements, the diode still conducts even
though the microammeter gives zero deflexion. By placing
the microammeter in series with the diode, however, and
then adjusting the potentiometer slider until the meter
deflexion is zero, the correct zero -level indication is
obtained. It was thought that the high impedance of the
diode near the point of cut-off might result in distortion
so the modified instrument was calibrated by applying a
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sine -wave alternating voltage of accurately -known peak
value to the input terminals. The circuit behaved perfectly
linearly as can be seen from the calibration curve of
Fig. 3.

The following calculations have been made to determine
the magnitude of the error produced by the original circuit.
They will help to emphasize the reason for the error.

Consider the setting -up position of the instrument. The
grid of the amplifier is at zero potential and the cathode
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Fig. 3. Calibration curve showing accuracy and linearity of the modified
circuit
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is somewhat positive due to the cathode -bias resistor.
Adjustment of the potentiometer tapping to give zero
current through the microammeter ensures that the tapping
is at the same potential as the amplifier anode. The diode
shunts the microammeter and in the authors' case passes
a current of 120µA for the " set-up " condition. The diode
can be cut-off only by driving its cathode about 1V
positive with respect to its anode. This point of cut-off
fixes the zero level on the oscillograph. It is evident from
Fig. 1 that cutting off the diode results in a rise of its
anode potential of about 24V which is the change in the
drop of voltage across the top section of the potentiometer
for a current change of 120µA. To achieve cut-off in the
diode, therefore, the anode voltage of the amplifier must

SEPTEMBER 1954I

rise by about 25V (i.e., 24 + 1). With a gain of, say, 3.5
this corresponds to an error in zero level of 25/3.5 i.e. 7V.
It would appear that this error can be reduced by lowering
the resistance of the potentiometer but it should be noted
that, when the diode is conducting, the top section of the
potentiometer shunts the amplifier anode load thus affect -

Cathode Potential

(a)

Cathode Potential

(b)

Cathode Potential

(c)

Zero Delay

30° Delay

60° Delay

Fig. 5. Anode -cathode voltage waveforms for a six phase grid -controlled
rectifier with angles of delay of zero, 30° and 60°

Fig. 6. Oscillograms of arc voltage of simple six -phase grid -controlled
rectifier for angles of delay of zero, 30° and 60'

in the gain. In fact, it is found with the circuit constants
of Fig. 1, and with the diode type EA50, that the minimum
error is about 2.3V and is obtained, with a potentiometer
top section of 17.5k,c2.

In the case of a grid -controlled rectifier it is convenient
to introduce a clipping circuit as shown in Fig. 4 to
prevent large positive voltages being fed on to the grid
of the amplifier. Illustrations of the anode -cathode voltage.
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of a 6 -phase grid -controlled rectifier when operating with
angles of delay of 0, 30° and 60° are given in Fig. 5.
The peak -inverse voltage is approximately twice the maxi-
mum output voltage. Thus, for a 250V rectifier the peak -
inverse voltage is about 500V. Furthermore, positive
voltages up to 400V and lasting for as long as half a
cycle occur as the angle of delay is increased from zero
to 90° i.e. for rectifier output voltages from maximum
down to zero. When the rectifier is running as an invertor
the magnitude and duration of the positive voltage are still
further increased. These large positive voltages do not
appear to damage the original instrument but it is prob-
ably inadvisable to operate under these conditions for
long periods. In addition, the appearance of the oscillo-
graph trace is improved by the presence of the clipping
diode as can be seen from the typical oscillograms of

Fig. 6. The bias voltage of the clipping diode can be
adjusted readily so as to allow the arc voltage to be passed
but not much of the peak voltage.
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The Correction of Q Meter Readings
By J. P. Newsome*, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

When high value, direct Q factor measurements are made using the "Circuit Magnification Meter"
or "Q Meter", significant errors may be introduced by the residual impedances in the measuring
circuit. The article describes a rapid method of correcting the indicated Q factor by the use of

correction factors.

FOR an increasing volume of high frequency work, Q
factor measurements are required to within an accuracy

of ± 2 to 5 per cent. The majority of these measurements
are carried out on a form of " circuit magnification meter "
(or " Q meter "} rather than a bridge circuit for reasons of
simplicity and speed.

Large air cored coils and coils using powder or ferrite
core materials May exhibit Q factors over the range 200-
600 and in measuring such values, the circuit residuals may
present an error in a direct Q measurement up to perhaps
20 per cent. A method of correction for the effect of these
residual impedances is presented in this article, which
makes use of graphed correction factors in Q factor form
and which has advantages over a straightforward and
rigorous method.

Q Meter Circuit
A familiar form of circuit employs a constant voltage

source feeding into a series tuned circuit. The Q factor of
the test inductor is read in terms of the voltage input under
resonant conditions to a high input impedance valve -
voltmeter connected across the tuning capacitor, the test
inductor being connected between. the high potential ends
of the source resistance and tuning capacitor. Details of
this test circuit are shown in Fig. 1.

Definition of Q Factor and Equivalent Circuit of Test
Inductor

It is not proposed to enter into a discussion of this aspect
of the subject. The test inductor will therefore be treated
as an effective inductance, L, in series with an effective
loss resistance, R. The effective Q factor of the test inductor
is then defined as

Q = toL/R (1)
The use of this effective Q factor obviates the necessity
to enter into a consideration of the effects of coil self
capacitance and coil loss. The subject of Q factor defini-
tion and interpretation is discussed in papers by Welsbyi,
Biggs and Houldin2 and in British Standard 204:1943.

 University of Nottingham.

Analysis of the Test Circuit
To assist in the analysis, the source, consisting of a con-

stant current feeding into a very low impedance, is replaced
by an equivalent generator, E., and series impedance, Zs,

Thermal. st inductor
Milliammeter

OSCILLATOR

Valve voltmeter

Step down Source Internal
transformer resistance tuning capacifbr

Fig. 1. Practical basic circuit

Z. I

1. R

Terminals for
external tuning
capoc itor

CMG

Fig. 2. Analytical circuit

through the application of Thevenin's theorem, where
Es = 10,1 (r.2 .21.2) (2)

and
Z. = + jo.il. (3)

In practice, (0/. < r,, so that E. is largely independent of
frequency.

Referring to the theoretical circuit shown in Fig. 2, the
current I is given by

I
R jeoL + 1 I jo.)C + ZR

(4)

where
ZR (the residual impedance)= r5+ rw+ rs+ jto {18+ 1,4}

= r. rs+jtol.' (5)
putting r, rw = r.' and I. + lw = Id. Here To is the
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E8

1 - w2LC j(0C R ZB}

E8

= 1 - w2LC + jwC(R + Ts' + jtol(o')

= 1 - to2C(L +1w)+jtoC(R+ rs + re)

111c1 = Ea

V0 =

V0 MAR =

10 =

1=

=
G=

18=
Iw =

L=
L' =

re =
rw =

R=
R' =

(0 =
Q=
Q' =

Q1 =
s, QA, QA19 QA2, QB =

Zs =
ZR =

equivalent series loss resistance of the valve -voltmeter and
tuning capacitor conductance, G, and is given by

re = G/w2C2 (6)

(It is assumed that the ratio toC I G is so large that the
equivalent series and shunt values of tuning capacitance, C,
are in practice identical.) The voltage across the tuning
capacitor, V c is seen to be

1
Vc - .

jwC

Then
1

V [(1 - (021.,'C)2 + to2C2R'2]

writing L' = L I.' and R' = R + re + re.
By differentiation of equation (7) with respect to the

tuning capacitance, C, and equating to zero to obtain the
resonant condition (here defined as I VeinfAx) the following
result is obtained:

11/01.1AX = E,.Q'.V(1 + 1/Q'2)

(7)

(8)

LIST OF SYMBOLS USED

Ee = equivalent source E.M.F. of
measuring circuit. (R.M.s.)
voltage across tuning capa-
citor. (R.M.s.)
voltage across tuning capa-
citor (maximum R.M.S.)
thermal milliammeter current.
(R.M.S.)
measuring circuit current.
(R.M.s.)
capacitance of tuning capacitor
conductance of valve -voltmeter
input circuit and tuning capa-
citor.
effective series inductance of
source.
effective series inductance of
wiring of measuring circuit.
effective series inductance of
test inductor.
total series inductance of
measuring circuit.
effective source resistance.
measuring circuit wiring resist-
ance.
effective series resistance of test
inductor.
total series resistance of
measuring circuit.
2r x frequency, f.
effective Q factor of test in-
ductor.
effective Q factor of measuring
circuit.
indicated Q factor.
correction factors.
equivalent source impedance.
effective residual impedance of
measuring circuit.
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L'C 1 + 1/Q" (9)

where Q' = (.0L'/R' and is the effective measuring circuit
Q factor.

Assuming Q' is large compared with unity, equations
(8) and (9) simplify to

IV. = E8 . Q' (10)

032
iLv (11)

(Note that differentiation of equation (7) with respect
to frequency gives results differing slightly from those
shown in equations (8) and (9), but yields identical simpli-
fications to those shown in equations (10) and (11):
differentiation with respect to inductance gives results
identical with equations (10) and (11).)

The value of V, under resonance conditions is then a
function of the effective circuit Q factor, Q', so that the
valve -voltmeter may therefore be calibrated in terms of
Q' for a given value of source E.M.F.

It has been hitherto assumed that E, is a constant for
a fixed value of 1,, whereas it will in practice show a small
increase with frequency. The instrument is usually
calibrated at a low frequency where E8 is a constant, since
0318 < re. The source E.M.F., Es will rise above the low
frequency value in the ratio 1/(1 + (02/82/r82) at a frequency
(427r: so that if the indicated Q factor is given by Q1, the
effective circuit Q factor will be given by

Q' = Qi/s (12)

which occurs at 032

where
s = V(1 + (2182/r82) (13)

To obtain the required value, Q, from the effective circuit
Q factor Q', the following procedure is adopted :

coL' co(L + Ito) toL taw'
R' R+ re' + R + rs' + re R + re' + re

(14)

I 03103

- R / (wL)+ (rs' + re) I (wL) R'
1

 1 /(Q)+ (r's+ (wL)

031,0'

R'
(15)

The correction terms, which are now in the form of Q
factors (i.e. a ratio of reactance to resistance) may be
manipulated as follows :

1 rs + re rs' G I co2C2 oic G =
QA wL 1 /0)C

1 1- + (16)
vA2

since wL = 1/(0C (very nearly) and r0 = G to2C2 (equation
(6)).

QB = wid/R' = = Q' /d/L' (17)

since Q' =
Thus

or

1

Q' - + QB
1/Q + 1/QA

Q = Q'
QA QB QA (18)

QA
Q = Q' QB (19)

()A - Q'
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Usually QB < QA and a further simplification yields



Practical Operation of Correction Procedure
Since low Q factor values (< 10 to 20) are not accurately

measurable on most commercial Q meters, the simplifica-
tion applied in utilizing equation (10) yields an error small
compared with the error of the instrument.

For a given instrument the factor s may be plotted
against frequency, the factor QA against tuning capacitance
for different frequencies, the factor QE against L' for
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different values of Q'. Using these curves, an indicated Q
factor may be quickly corrected to give the effective test
inductor Q factor. Where the correction factors become
relatively large, it may be inferred that a substitution
measurement should be used, if possible, rather than a
direct measurement.

To demonstrate the operation of the technique, the cor-
rection factors are graphed in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 for the
Marconi Instruments Ltd, Circuit Magnification Meter type
TF329G'. For this instrument,
r,=0.0412: : G = [5 +10hfcbd

x 10 -'mho : E.= 10mV or 20mV : 1/0=0-5V
This instrument carries an internal tuning capacitor of
capacitance range 40 to 480pF and an internal oscillator
with frequency coverage 50kc/s to 50Mc/s.

Example 1.

f=4Mc/s; C=298pF, Q1=260.
106

L' - 5 32,uH : s= 1.00,
471-2 x 16 x 1012 x 298 x 10-"

QA =2900, QB= 2

260 2900 Q- - 2 = 284.
1.00 2900-260

Example 2.

f 100kc/s; C=150pF, Q1=175.
3

L
10"

16.9mH : s=1.00,
47r2 x 10" x 150 x 10-"

QA=1550,

175 1550Q_ x
1.00 1550 - 175

-0 = 197.

NOTE : -Factor s is not usually significant at frequencies
<5Mc/s; factor QB is not usually significant for a
test inductance >5041.
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Fig. S. Correction factor (Q9)/effective inductance (L') for different values
of effective measuring circuit Q factor (Q')

Conclusion
The correction procedure detailed above has two prin-

cipal advantages over the straightforward and rigorous
method:

1. Considerable saving in time, due to a reduction in the
number of calculations and manipulations.

2. Simplicity; there being considerably less chance of an
arithmetical error occurring in the result, due to
elimination of resistance and reactance calculations.

The method may be readily extended to take into account
residuals brought into circuit by additional components,
such as extra tuning capacitors.
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Short News Items

The English Electric Co announce
the development of new X-ray appara-
tus. A chance conversation with a
member of the staff of the Stafford
General Infirmary has led to the pro-
duction of what is believed to be the
first equipment of its kind in the world
for use in X-ray examinations of the
brain. Known as angiography of
the brain, this examination is one of the
most delicate of X-ray operations. It
involves injecting the patient with a
solution which is opaque to X-rays, thus
rendering visible the brain's network of
arteries in X-ray photographs. Hitherto
the timing of the exposure has had to be
done either manually or by the use of
cinematography, neither of which had
proved satisfactory. It was decided to
attempt to produce a new type of timer
device to solve the problem. The pro-
ject was undertaken by the staff of the
switchgear development workshop at
the English Electric Company's Staf-
ford works, and there the prototype was
both designed and built. The resulting
equipment, comprising a casette changer,
electronic sequence and exposure timer,
and a mobile carrier, enables a radio-
grapher to use a sequence of X-ray
exposures to pre -determined exposure
times and with controlled time delays
between exposures.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co
have signed a contract with the
Egyptian Assistant Air Attache in
Britain, acting on behalf of the Egyptian
Government, for the supply of naviga-
tional radar equipment, radio trans-
mitters, receivers and associated test
equipment for use aboard five warships
of the Egyptian Navy.

The Plessey Co Ltd announce the
appointment of Mr. John Hilton and
Mr. C. D. H. Webb as executive direc-
tors of the company.

Mr. C. E. T. Cridland has been
elected president of the Scientific Instru-
ment Manufacturers' Association. He
is chairman and managing director of
a group of companies including Aldis
Brothers Ltd of Birmingham, makers
of the Aldis signalling lamp used by
airfields.

Truvox Ltd announce that Mr. K.
Short has been appointed a director of
the company. He previously held the
post of chief engineer.

Mr. Jack Palmer has been appointed
general manager of the W. H. Sanders
(Electronics) Ltd new factory at
Stevenage. In his new position he will
be responsible to the directors for all
aspects of the operation of this factory.

The Eighth Annual Congress and
Festival of Scientific Films of the
International Scientific Film Association

will take place from 2-12 November at
the University City and National
Research Council, Rome. The Scien-
tific Film Association, as the member
organization for Great Britain of the
ISFA, is organizing British participation
in the Congress. Inquiries should be
sent to the Scientific Film Association,
164 Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.C.2.

The Leipzig Fair will be held from
5 to 15 September, with sections for
capital and consumer goods. 9 000
exhibitors from over 30 countries are
taking part.

Courses. Applications are invited by
the Atomic Energy Research Establish-
ment, Harwell, from physicists and
electronic engineers holding a degree or
equivalent qualification, who wish to
attend the ninth electronics course. The
course covers the design, use and main-
tenance of electronic instruments used
in nuclear physics, radiochemistry, and
in work with radioisotopes. The course,
to be held at the Isotope School, Har-
well, will be from 1-5 November. The
fee is 12 gns and application forms can
be obtained from the Electronics Divi-
sion, A.E.R.E., Harwell, Didcot, Berks.

The South East London Technical
College announce new courses of lec-
tures for the 1954-55 session. Full
details may be obtained from the Head
of the Electrical Engineering and
Applied Physics Department, South
East London Technical College, Lewis-
ham Way, London, S.E.4.

Details of evening courses at the
Polytechnic in telecommunications, in-
cluding television and radio servicing,
are available from the Head of the
Electrical Engineering Department,
The Polytechnic, 309 Regent Street,
London, W.1.

The Air Ministry announce that all
seven R.A.F. officers who have recently
completed the one-year Southampton
University course in electronics at post
graduate level have received diplomas,
two of them with First Class Honours.
The course is recognized as one of the
most advanced of its kind, normal con-
dition of entry being a good honours
degree in Engineering or in Physics.

Communications Systems Ltd have
installed a new automatic telephone ex-
change, the most modern available, at
Withington Hospital, Manchester. The
new exchange, which is now in opera-
tion, provides for twelve exchange lines
and 200 extensions throughout the
hospital.

Enfield Cables Ltd. announce that Mr.
Rex Bate has been appointed sales direc-
tor of the company.

PUBLICATIONS
RECEIVED

REPORTS ON PROGRESS IN PHYSICS VOL.
XVII (1954). These reports are under the general
supervision of the Papers Committee of the
Physical Society. The reports published in this
volume are being issued also as individual articles,
at prices depending on length. The Physical
Society, 1 Lowther Gardens, Prince Consort
Road, London, S.W.7 Price to Non -Fellows
50s. Price to Fellows 27s. 6d.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF COLOUR TELE-
VISION has been published by the Television
Society. In 1953 a Bibliography of Colour
Television was prepared by the Librarian of
Ultra Electric Ltd, and copies circulated among
members of the radio industry. The Television
Society considered that its usefulness would be
increased by a wider circulation and have under-
taken its publication in printed form. The
Television Society, 164 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2. Price 2s.

INTERNATIONAL AERADIO LTD is a
brochure, designed and produced by Newman
Neame Ltd, which gives an account of the work
of this company, carried out at some 80 locations
under more than 30 different administrations.
The extent of these activities and the use to
which the company's unique experience has been
put are briefly described. International Aeradio
Ltd, Aeradio House, 40 Park Street, London,
W.1.

RCA ATOMIC BATTERY gives the brief
history of a new method which makes it pos-
sible to convert atomic energy directly and
simply into small but usable quantities of
electrical energy sufficient to operate a tran-
sistor. This was announced in January this
year by the Chairman of the Board of the
Radio Corporation of America. RCA Photo -
phone Limited, 36 Woodstock Grove, London,
W.12.

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR
GUIDEBOOK Volume 2, is a well -illustrated
book of assistance to those interested in
American methods of troubleshooting. John F.
Rider Publisher, Inc., New York. Price $3.30.

CAREERS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
is a booklet which shows diagramatically the
trainee's progress from school to the highest
engineering and executive posts in the industry.
For the professional engineering grade alone the
industry, it is stated, requires 1 000 recruits
every year and the number of technicians re-
quired is very much greater. The booklet is
available direct from the Secretary, The Radio
Industry Council, 59 Russell Square, London,
W.C.1.

CATALOGUE OF MICROWAVE INSTRU-
MENTS. The instruments described in this
catalogue are grouped in three categories
according to their application in the 3cm band,
10cm band, or in more than one band. Together
with the additions which are made from time to
time, there is sufficient variety to meet a great
many requirements. Scanners Ltd, Gateshead 10.

THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MECHA-
NICS AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS, VOL.
VII, PART 2, JUNE 1954 contains various papers
of the usual high standard of interest. Oxford
University Press, Amen House, London, E.C.4.
Price 15s. (Annual subscription for four numbers
50s. post free).

GECALLOY LOW LOSS CORES AND MICRO -
POWDER MAGNETS is a booklet which
describes the production and use of various
kinds of Gecalloy material and compares thAse
with other magnetic materials. Salford Electrical
Instruments Ltd.. Peel Works, Silk Street,
Salford 3, Lancs.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(We do not hold ourselves

A Pulse Frequency Ratiometer
DEAR SIR,-Mr. J. L. Douce's elegant

Analogue Divider in the April issue sug-
gests a simple form of instrument for
measuring the ratio of two pulse frequen-
cies. Either or both of the pulse trains
may be random. The principle is to
width -modulate the " numerator " pulse
train at constant amplitude by a function
which varies inversely as the " denomina-
tor " pulse frequency; this may be
accomplished by Mr. Douce's basic cir-
cuit (Fig. 1) when the voltage applied to

responsible for the opinions of our correspondents)

[1+Tfilf2]. Thus for a linear law with
random pulses the width -modulation con-
stant, T, should be suitably small.

Yours faithfully,
B. D. CORBETT,

Department of Clinical Research,
University College Hospital

Medical School.

The Author replies :
DEAR SIR,-I am grateful to Mr. Cor-

bett for pointing out this interesting ex -

Fig. 1. simplified circuit of pulse -frequency ratiometer

the integrating resistor is supplied from tension of the principle of the analogue
a ratemeter tank circuit fed by the divider.
" denominator " pulse train. The comparison of two frequencies is

In the simplified circuit diagram shown a notoriously difficult operation, and such
here CR is the ratemeter tank and Vi is a simple and direct method has much to
a cathode -follower which linearizes the commend it.
voltage -frequency relationship and sup-
plies the voltage to be integrated by the
Miller transitron, V2. V1 in effect forms
part of a diode pump linear step circuit
(e.g. M.I.T. " Waveforms," p. 617) with
a leak across the storage capacitor, and
with one diode anode tapped down the
cathode resistor in order to prevent simul-
taneous conduction of the two diodes.
The potentiometer VR, enables a " back-
ground " correction to be applied to f2 if DEAR Mr. M. W. Jervis'
necessary. V2 is triggered by the letter in the May issue, page 219, refer-
" numerator " pulse train (fi). V2 inverts ence is made to the use of barium-stron-
the positive -going screen rectangle and tium titanate ceramics in dielectric
operates a Schmitt trigger circuit (V,.,) amplifiers, and to the rather large tem-
in which V, is normally conducting. The perature effects in these materials.
reading of the milliameter in the anode In this connexion, it may be of interest
circuit of V, is proportional to fil f, and that we have developed a new range of
is independent of the precise value of the ceramic compositions having a relatively
amplitude of the screen pulses from V2. high order of non -linearity, coupled how -

If the fi pulse train is random there is ever with low temperature variations of
a " dead time " effect depending on the the permittivity, for this class of material.
value of the frequency ratio. The mean In modulator elements made up from
current through V, is Ifi'W where I is these ceramics, variations in capacitance
the amplitude (constant), W is the width of the order of 50 per cent are obtained
in seconds and fi=fil(l+fiW). Hence by the application of about 170V D.C.,
if W=Tifi the mean current is IT(fil MI the maximum temperature variations in

Yours faithfully,
JOHN L. DOUCE,

Electrical Engineering Laboratories,
The University,

Manchester.

The Measurement of Very Small
Direct Currents

permittivity between 20° and 85°C., on
the other hand, being only about 15 per
cent.

A further point of interest is that the
ratio of the differential permittivity at
the coercive field to that at saturation,
derived from the hysteresis loops, is
higher in these materials than for barium -
strontium titanate; this figure is more-
over maintained substantially over the
temperature range of -60°C to +80°C.
The Curie points of the materials are
above 100°C, and the loss tangents
over the working temperature region of
the order of 0.02, measured at lkc/s.

Yours faithfully,
G. V. PLANER,

G. V. Planer, Ltd,
Feltham, Mddx.

Microphony in Voltage Reference
Tubes

DEAR SIR,-The letter from Messrs.
Aitchison and Murray which appeared in
your May issue was of considerable inter-
est as we have recently had occasion to
make a similar series of measurements
with the 85A2 reference tube.

The 85A2 being of miniature construc-
tion is somewhat less liable to microphony
than the 85A1 which was the subject of
the tests mentioned. The cathode is in
the form of a three-quarter cylinder sup-
ported by three spot welded wires spaced
at approximately 120°, these connecting
directly to the pins. The anode, being a
central thick wire, is spot welded to the
centre of a second thick wire across the
two anode pins in the base. Although
neither electrode is supported at its upper
end, the low moment of inertia coupled
with the high value of stiffness of such a
small system ensures that any excursion
would be of a small amplitude.

It is believed that the use of mica sup-
ports in high stability reference tubes is
to be avoided since it is virtually impossi-
ble to obtain gas -free mica. Under con-
ditions of vibration the gas tends to be
released thus causing a variation in the
characteristics of the neon.

The D.C. level of the 85A2 does not
change when impact tested, once the
initial transient has died away, which is
in agreement with the results of Messrs.
Aitchison and Murray. In fact, four suc-
cessive decelerations of 100g produced no
measurable change in burning voltage in
a mixed batch of 12 neons some of which
were aged for periods up to 300 hours,
others being as received from the manu-
facturers.

The equivalent figures for Table 1 for
the 85A2 are as follows:-
Initial peak of transient for an

impulse of lft lb/sec = 4.0mV
Time to decay to 1/e of

inital value = 6.6msec
Approximate fundamental fre-

quency = 1 200c /s
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The twelve neons employed in the im-
pact test were vibrated at 50c/s at 2g
and 20g. In neither case, however, could
any induced ripple voltage be detected.
The maximum ripple voltage which could
be resolved with the oscilloscope em-
p:oyed was in the region of lmV peak -to -
peak.

In order to investigate the rather
marked difference in performance between
the 85A2 and the QS83/3 a number of
the latter were subjected to the same
impact as specified in Table I. Although
the fundamental frequency and time -
constant of the resultant vibration were
the same as recorded in the table, a mean
value of 3.7mV was recorded for the
initial peak of transient.

Although mechanical tests of valves are
very difficult to duplicate exactly and
Messrs. Aitchison and Murray may well
have applied their impact in a different
manner, it is none the less remarkable
that they have obtained results that differ
by an order from those measured in our
own laboratory. Indeed our experiments
would appear to indicate that on the
grounds of transient voltage peak pro-
duced by a given impact there is very
little to choose between the 85A2 and the
QS83/3.

Yours faithfully,
H. J. GORHAM,

Servo Systems Design Department,
de Havilland Propellers Ltd.

In reply :

DEAR SIR,-The difference between
our results and those of Mr. Gorham is
probably due to the fact that in our
measurements the impact was applied to
the side of a small U-shaped sub -chassis
on which the two valves were mounted,
and not to the reference valve itself.
We were mainly interested in a compari-
son of the two types of reference valve
we had in hand (the 85A1 and the
QS83/3), and not necessarily in their abso-
lute values, as we found that measure-
ments on a high stability regulated supply
were being affected by microphony, which
we were surprised to find originated in
the reference valve.

We should be interested to know of any
experimental confirmation of the ex-
pected disadvantages of a reference tube
construction involving mica supports. The
individual drift characteristics we have
measured on a small number of valves
show such large differences for reference
valves of the same type that general com-
parisons between types are not possible.

Yours faithfully,

R. E. AITCHISON,

Senior Lecturer in Communi-
cation Engineering.

C. T. MURRAY,

Lecturer in Electrical
Engineering,

The University of Sydney.

A Negative Supply for D.C.
Amplifiers

DEAR SIR,-The conventional resist-
ance -coupled D.C. amplifier requires a
negative bias supply of the same order
of voltage as the positive anode supply,
as can be seen from Fig. 1. The fraction
of the signal voltage from the anode of
V2 which is applied to the grid of V2 is
R21 (Ri+ R2). But neglecting the small
negative bias on the grid of V2, the poten-
tial difference across R, must equal v.
and that across R, equals vb, so that
(R2//22+ R,) = vb 1(v. ye) and efficient
signal transfer requires vb considerably
greater than v.; and a suitable value is
about equal to the positive rail voltage
which is several times the voltage on the
actual valve anode. If the bias supply
is 300 volts and the grid -leak 1MS2, the
current drawn from the negative rail is
only 0.3 mA per stage, and the total is
less than that demanded from the positive
rail, much less if an output stage of ap-
preciable power is included; yet conven-
tional design requires the complete dupli-
cation of the power supply, including
mains transformer with H.T. secondary
and heater windings, which seems extrav-
agant.

Fig. 1. Conventional arrangement of
D.C. amplifier

But for small currents a negative sup-
ply can be provided without duplicating
the transformer by using a capacitively
coupled shunt -diode rectifier fed from
one end of the transformer used for the
positive supply, as shown in Fig. 2. Since
negative output is obtained from the
anode of a diode, the cathode of the recti-
fier used for negative supply will be con-
nected to earth and its heater can be fed
from the winding used to supply the heat-
ers of the amplifying valves. In the
model built by the author a 6X5 recti-
fier was used because of its low -current
6.3 volt heater, and the supply was
smoothed by an inductance -capacitance
filter and stabilized with a multi -gap gas -
discharge tube (Osram STV 280/40). But
an electronic stabilizer could be used for
currents of the order of 15mA which were
catered for by this installation. For
smaller currents one could use a series
combination of low -current neon tubes
for stabilization, and perhaps a miniature
type of rectifying valve.

The shunt -diode rectifier has the dis-
advantage of a larger ripple voltage than
the series -diode circuit, because the
anode potential of the shunt diode falls
practically to zero when the supply

reaches peak positive and the diode con-
ducts. It is therefore very desirable to
use a choke as the first filtering element,
but for small currents this need not be
bulky, and resistance -capacitance filtering
can be substituted with small currents if
there is adequate surplus voltage.

4µF -290V

Fig. 2. The stabilized negative supply

Since the anode potential of the diode
approaches the cathode potential at the
most positive part of the supply cycle, the
peak inverse voltage is a trifle over the
peak -to -peak voltage of the supply.
Another incidental point is that the nega-
tive rectifier draws current from the trans-
former half -secondary when the positive
rectifier is not drawing current; and since
the copper loss is proportional to the
square of the current, the addition of the
negative rectifier adds less to the second-
ary copper loss than would an equal addi-
tion to the current drawn from the posi-
tive rail.

Yours faithfully,
D. A. BELL,

Electrical Engineering Department,
University of Birmingham.

Meetings This
Month

The British Institution of Radio
Engineers are holding a meeting
on 29 September at 6.30 p.m. at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Keppel Street, Gower Street,
London, W.C.1. Dr. A. E. Cutler will
speak on " Computing Circuits in Flight
Simulators ".

The British Sound Recording Asso-
ciation's presidential address will be
given on 24 September at 7 p.m. at the
Royal Society of Arts, John Adam
Street, London, W.C.2.

The Physical Society's 38th Guthrie
Lecture, which was to have been held
on 26 March last, and had to be can-
celled at the last moment owing to
illness of the lecturer, will be delivered
on 24 September, at 5 p.m. in the Lecture
Theatre, The Science Museum, Exhibi-
tion Road, London, S.W.7. The
lecturer, Sir Geoffrey Taylor, will speak
on " Diffusion and Mass Transport in.
Tubes ". Non members will be welcome
to attend this meeting.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
A description, compiled from information supplied by the manufacturers, of new components,

accessories and test instruments.

Electronic Tachometer
(Illustrated below)

THIS electronic engine speed indicator
enables a result with an accuracy

better than 0.1 per cent to be obtained
in a timing interval of one to four
seconds.

The rotary motion of the shaft must
first be converted to electrical pulses
and this can be done in a variety of
ways, as for instance, the use of a
photo -electric device.

The instrument counts the number of
pulses generated in a period of one,
two or four seconds. These periods are
timed by a 4kc/s crystal oscillator
accurate to 0.005 per cent, the output
frequency of which is divided by 4 000,
with the aid of two Eccles -Jordan
scale -of -two counters and three Deka-
trons, to produce a lc/s pulse. This
triggers a gating circuit interposed

between the incoming signal and the
counting unit, consisting of four more
Dekatrons behind the front panel. The
gating circuit remains open for one
second, after which it is closed by the
next pulse derived from the crystal. The
total count then remains on display for
approximately 0.8sec, when a clearing
relay returns the Dekatrons to zero in
readiness for the next count. Alterna-
tively, the instrument may be operated
manually by means of a push-button.
When this is employed one count only
is registered and the final count is dis-
played until the button is again operated.
The operation of the counting unit can
be checked by feeding a 2kc/s signal
from the output of the first Eccles -Jordan
scale -of -two counter to the input termi-
nal by means of a switch.

The limit of accuracy is determined
by the tolerance of the crystal (0005
per cent), and by the integral count
method employed. Input frequencies
with a minimum amplitude of 100mV
between 100c/s and 3 000c/s can be
determined to the nearest 1 in 1 second.

The Plessey Co., Ltd,
Ilford, Essex.
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Stabilized Power Unit
(Illustrated above)

THIS new Solartron regulated power
supply type SRS.155 is a develop-

ment of the model SRS.154 high stabi-
lity unit. The new instrument, however,
provides an output of 250V positive or
negative at currents from 10 to 100mA.
The stabilization ratio is better than
500:1), and the source impedance less
than 0-0512. At the full output load of
100mA the total ripple and noise con-
tent is less than 100µV, The unit is
expressly designed for incorporation
into equipments, or for use with
experimental circuits in the laboratory.

Solartron Electronic Group Ltd,
Solartron Works,

Queen's Road,
Thames Ditton, Surrey.

Transformer Oil
ANEW passivated transformer oil

has recently been announced by the
Manchester Oil Refinery. It is claimed
to have a number of advantages over
the oils normally used in transformers
and capacitors. It has no tendency to
dissolve copper or iron, while if soluble
copper compounds are accidentally in-
troduced into the oil they are rendered
harmless. An anti -oxidant has also been
added to the oil to extend its life.

The Manchester Oil Refinery Ltd,
Twinning Road,

Trafford Park,
Manchester, 17.

A.F. Oscillators
(Illustrated below)

TWO audio frequency oscillators of
0.66W and 5W output are now

414

included in the range of " Hifi " instru-
ments. These are known as the types
H0.50 and H0.500 and cover the fre-
quency range 20c/s to 20kc/s. Alterna-
tive models types HO.50A and HO.500A,
with a frequency range of 20c/s to
40kc/s, are also available.

The stated performance is; hum level,
-60db at maximum output; distortion.
less than .1 per cent at maximum out-
put; frequency response, -± 0-5db overall
when correctly loaded.

Hifi Ltd,
Derry Works,
Derry Street,

Brierley Hill, Staffs.

Cathode-ray Oscilloscope
(Illustrated above)

THE miniature oscilloscope model 2300
manufactured by Industrial Elec-

tronics uses a 2iin C.R.T., and has out-
side dimensions of 4iin by 7iin by 7fin.

Direct coupled push-pull vertical and
horizontal amplifiers are incorporated.
The Y amplifier is controlled by a
two position switch providing sensitivi-
ties of 50mV/cm from n.c. to 100kc/ ,
and 500mV/cm from 20c/s to 3Mc/s;
a continuously variable gain control is
fitted; a frequency compensated attenua-
tor is also incorporated. The X ampli-
fier has a maximum sensitivity of 70mV /
cm from D.C. to 100kc/s. The time -
base frequency is variable from 7c/s to
50kc/s in five ranges; sweep expansion
up to five screen diameters is possible.

G. A. Stanley Palmer,
U.K. Distributors Maxwell House,

Arundel Street,
London, W.C.2.
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Valve Top Cap Connectors and
Retainers

(Illustrated above)
THE latest additions to the range of

Electrothermal radio components are
the connecting clip cat. No. TC/4 for
use with B7G and B9A based valves,
complete with retainer cat. Nos. VRK.
156; 157 and 158.

The clip is moulded from a special
heat resistant, non -tracking material and
designed for top cap connexions for
B7G and B9A valves. It provides an
efficient ;contact, and when used with the
appropriate valve retainer, the valve,
with the clip, will be held in position
under the worst conditions of vibration
and shock in mobile, portable and trans-
portable electronic equipment. Three
sizes of valve retainer are available to
fit all bulb lengths in common use.

Electrothermal Engineering Ltd.,
270 Neville Road,

London, E.7.

L.E.S. Lampholders
ARANGE of Lilliput Edison Screw

pilot lampholders with a variety of
fixing arrangements is now being pro-
duced by Bulgin. These lampholders,
which are considerably smaller than the
better known M.E.S. size, are manufac-
tured to Section E.6 of B.S.98; the out-
side diameter of the bulb holder being
approximately *in.

A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd,
Bye Pass Road,
Barking, Essex.

L.E.S. Pilot Bulbs
THE Vitality range of bulbs now

includes L.E.S. types having bulb
diameters of 5.5mm and 7-5mm. They
are available in a wide range of power
ratings from 1.5V 0.3A to 28V 0.04A.

Vitality Bulbs Ltd,
Neville House,
Neville Place,
London, N.22.

Radiation Monitor
THIS transistor -operated instrument

monitors gamma radiation and uses a
G5H type Geiger -Muller tube. Power
supply is a 30 volt hearing aid battery
and consumption is approximately 2mA.
The transistor circuit converts the battery
voltage to 400V required for the G.M.
tube. Indication is by means of head-
phones, a selection of which is available,
ranging from normal headset types to
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lightweight hearing aid insert type.
Radiometrics Ltd,

44 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.1.

Television Masthead Pre -amplifier
(Illustrated below)

THE Dynatron type 2 masthead pre-
amplifier uses a single valve double -

triode circuit and gives a gain of 16db.
It is intended for use in fringe areas
and is readily adjusted to any one of the
five channels in Band 1. The input and
output impedance is 80t1. The amplifier
is contained in a bell -shaped aluminium
casting which is designed to withstand
all normal weather conditions. A

feeder unit is available for supplying the
necessary power (at 18V).

Dynatron Radio Ltd,
The Firs,

Castle Hill,
Maidenhead, Berks.

Decade Capacitor Box
(Illustrated below)

THE main feature of this decade capa-
citor box is the use of a new patented

design of eleven -position switch which
makes possible a considerable saving in

manufacturing costs. The range of the
box is 0.001/4F to 1.11AF in 0.001µF
steps; the stray capacitance being less
than 15pF per decade. The working
voltage is 500V D.C., except for the
0.1/IF range where it is 350V.

Winston Electronics Ltd,
Park Mews, Park Road,

Hampton Hill, Middx.

Computor Amplifier
(Illustrated above right)

THIS D.C. amplifier has been designed
as a basic building block for analogue

computor assemblies. It is arranged to
fulfil the dual function of high gain, high
accuracy, slow speed computing and
higher speed repetitive computing. It
performs the operations of summation,
differentiation and integration and will
provide any desired transfer function

when used in conjunction with suitable
computing impedances. The main circuit
is drift -corrected and a separate drift -
compensated amplifier is provided for
sign reversal.

Saunders -Roe Ltd,
Osborne,

East Cowes,
Isle -of -Wight.

Transformers
A COMPREHENSIVE range of H.T.,

E.H.T.. 'auto and audio frequency
transformers is being manufactured by
Radford Electronics. The H.T. range of
transformers includes types rated from
15mA at 250V to 180mA at 550V. A
feature which makes for an easy choice
of the correct type is the method of rating
these components; the D.C. output volt-
age and current being listed together
with a regulation figure for a given valve
and capacitor combination.

Radford Electronics Ltd,
149 Newfoundland Road,

Bristol 2.

Television Signal Intensity Meter
(Illustrated below)

THIS instrument is designed as a quick
means for ascertaining the average

level of a television signal being
received. It comprises a three -stage R.F.
amplifier and germanium diode detector
feeding into a microameter. The sensi-
tivity is 0 to 10mV covered in three
ranges. It is a single channel instrument
and is supplied set up for the channel
specified. The intensity meter is mains
operated and weighs approximately 71b.

Radio -Aid Ltd,
29 Market Street,

Watford, Herts.
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BELL BOOKS n
for your bookshelf

Mathematics in Action
0. G. SUTTON, F.R.S.

The story which the author tells illumines
the essential features of the scientific method
-the search for basic principles hidden
within experimental results, and the
development of pathways from basic
principles to new experiments and specula-
tions. ... His examples are beautiful little
essays.'-NATURE. Illustrated. 16s. net

Concise History
of Mathematics

'MIRK J. STRUIKI
rgilliant short history of the evolution of
mathematical ideas by the Professor of Math-
ematics at M.I.T. 320pp. Illustrated. 14s. net

Mathematics and
the Imagination
E. KASNER and J. NEWMAN

A witty and exceedingly good popular
introduction to the newer parts of mathe-
matics for students. Illustrated. 16s. net

Mathematics : Queen and
Servant of Science

E. T. BELL
author of ' Men of Mathematics'

A survey of mathematics from Euclid to the
most recent developments in mathematical
physics, equally divided between pure and
applied mathematics. Illustrated. 21s. net

LONDON : G. BELL & SONS, LTD

The latest
"Electronic Engineering"

monograph

RESISTANCE
STRAIN GAUGES

By 1. Yarnell, B.Sc., A.Inst.P.

Price 12/6 (Postage 6d.)

This book deals in a practical manner
with the construction and application
of resistance gauges and with the
most commonly used circuits and
apparatus. The strain -gauge rosette,
which is finding ever wider applica-
tion, is treated comprehensively,
and is introduced by a short exposi-
tion of the theory of stress and strain
in a surface.

Order your copy through
your bookseller or direct from

Electronic Engineering

28 ESSEX STREET, STRAND
LONDON, W.C.2

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

BOOK REVIEWS
Thermionic Valves

Their Theory and Design
By A. H. W. Beck. 570 pp. Demy Svo. Cam-
bridge University Press. 1953. Price 60s.

TNURING the last twenty years, at
irregular intervals, many books on

thermionic valves have been published-
each in its turn to be welcomed and used
by valve engineers and students. The
usefulness of any one of these has often
been determined by the accuracy with
which the author has gauged the needs of
his contemporaries in terms of what to
include or omit and what to treat fully
or cursorily.

The subject matter of Mr. Beck's book
seems to us to have been very shrewdly
chosen to meet the needs of his present-
day readers and, it may be said, to sup-
plement other works written on a more
conventional plan. As the author says
in his preface, the whole book has been
strongly influenced by and biased towards
microwave valves, the pre -occupation
today of many valve engineers. We
hasten to add, however, that the book is
very wide in its scope and is not in any
sense restricted by this bias.

The three parts into which Mr. Beck
divides his book are unequal but bal-
anced in length. The first part, of three
chapters, covers such subiects as therm -
ionic, secondary and field emission and
fluorescence. Its interest lies not only in
the fact that we receive a short but useful
summary of up to date emission theories,
but also in its derivation of some familiar
(and some not so familiar) expression by
the modern quantum treatment. The
virtue of this, of course, lies in its con-
sistency-its linking of Dushman's equa-
tion, semi -conduction, field emission and
so on all within the same framework.
Of necessity, not all the discussions can
be given in their entirety. This tends to
make some of them rather difficult to
follow without referring to the original
papers. The purpose of this section is
to provide a fundamental physical back-
ground for the rest of the book.

The second part called " The Mathe-
matical Theory of Electronics " treats of
these general properties of valves which
are, for the most part, common to all
types. Five chapters are required and
typical headings are "Electrostatic Fields,"
" Space -charge Flow " and " Fluctuation
Noise." The order of treatment of the
different subjects is unusual-electrostatic
electron optics follows the treatment of
electrostatic fields and precedes that of
space charge flow and the diode. This
appears to us to be a logical and con-
venient method and certainly helps read-
ing. The latter chapter will appeal
greatly to the valve engineer. The last
two chapters on transit time effects and
noise respectively provide at once a useful
summary of the two subjects and a link
with the next chapter.

The third and final part occupies about
a half of the whole book and treats of
the detailed properties of specific valve

classes and types. While a very con-
siderable portion of this part of the book
concerns U.H.F. valves such as magne-
trons, klystrons and travelling wave
tubes, conventional valves for low and
medium frequencies are not neglected.

As has been indicated earlier the
author appears to have given considerable
thought to the order in which he arranges
his subject matter. In this section he
starts with triodes and multi -electrode
valves and gives the various solutions of
what might be termed the electrostatic
geometrical problem, that is the calcula-
tion of amplification factor, current flow
and mutual conductance. The chapter
on multi -grid valves includes pentodes,
tetrodes and multi -electrode frequency
changers. The treatment in this chapter
is less full than in some other recent
books.

He next proceeds to a chapter in which
the information is very condensed, on
conventional transmitter valves. The
high light of this chapter is perhaps the
data on grid current and current distribu-
tion.

Before presenting the subject of ultra-
high frequency triodes, he gives us a
chapter on velocity modulated valves so
as to present the theory of electron
bunching and velocity modulation as
early as possible since it applies in some
degree to all devices used for U.H.F. am-
plification or generation. In this chawer
he extends it to give the theory of the
ordinary amplifier klystron and the reflex
klystron.

The very important subject of triodes
at ultra -high frequencies is lucidly pre-
sented and is largely based on Llewellyn's
equations given in Chapter VII on transit
time effects. Not the least satisfying
aspect of this chapter is its clear state-
ment of the limitations of the theory.

The rather new subject of travelling
wave and similar tubes is next dealt with
and the author gives us what he calls
" the simple theory." This is perhaps a
correct description as the author points
out that a large signal theory is still
lacking.

The magnetron in all its aspects com-
pletes the array of U.H.F. devices and the
theory is given first neglecting space
charge effects and secondly including
them. Electron and field interaction are
then treated and the chapter ends with a
brief reference to the magnetron ampli-
fier.

The book concludes with a brief des-
criptive chapter on picture convertors and
storage tubes. Three appendices bring
the reader up to date on emission theories,
space -charge waves and noise in travel-
ling wave tubes.

It is particularly to be noted that in
all the chapters on U.H.F. devices the
question of noise is very meticulously
presented. The bibliography appears to
be entirely adequate and the presentation,
of course, is all that one expects of the
Cambridge University Press.

In general terms, it is felt that this
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book can be regarded primarily as a refer-
ence book rather than as a learning book.
This is because many of the mathematical
processes are condensed-to varying
extents, of course-and, if full detail is
required, reference must be made to the
original publication. We feel sure, how-
ever, that it will take its place on the
shelves of all valve engineers among other
standard works.

F. M. WALKER.

Einschwingvorgange
Gegenkopplung, Stabilitat

Theoretische Grundlagen and
Anwendungen

(Transient Phenomena-
Counter-coupling, Stability-

Theoretical Principles and
Applications)

By Johannes Peters. 181 pp., 130 figs. Medium
8vo. Springer Verlag. Berlin. 1954. Price
DM27.

ELECTRONIC engineers able to tackle
a German text and having the neces-

sary mathematical and technical back-
ground will certainly profit by studying
this interesting and thought inspiring
book, written by the research director of
the Nordwestdeutsche Rundfunk. It is
remarkable how more and more disci-
plines of higher mathematics are nowa-
days expected to be at the disposal of
those who want to get a better insight
into the complexities of radio and tele-
vision theory. A sound knowledge of at
least the elements of the theory of func-
tions, of Fourier and Laplace transforms,
of Dirac distribution, of convolutions, of
matrix algebra and of the theories of
quadrupoles and loci is presupposed.
This indicates the necessity of acquiring a
sound knowledge of pure mathematics at
least for those future research workers
who will be called upon to deal with the
theoretical aspects of the art. Also re-
quired for the understanding of the book
is a familiarity with the principle of the
valves and their characteristics and with
the elements of filter theory.

When about 45 years ago the first
books appeared about transient pheno-
mena, for instance that of Steinmetz,
nothing was known about electronic
valves and comparatively little about
modern methods of network analysis.
Steinmetz dealt mainly with problems of
power engineering. His mathematical
tools were of a simpler type but rather
cumbersome in their application. The
present author was led to his investiga-
tions by trying to find the conditions
under which counter -coupled amplifiers
show stability. But the subject matter
grew under his hands and this problem is
now dealt with mainly in the fourth
chapter of the book. A brief summary
of the main contents of the book will
now be given.

In the first chapter general static and
dynamic properties of linear transmission
systems are discussed. Definitions are
given for complex amplitude, complex
transmission factor, complex propaga-
tion constant, complex frequency, all -
passes and allpass-free systems. The
application of the theory of functions,
particularly of Cauchy integrals and of
Fourier and Laplace transforms are dis-
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cussed and analogies are shown WILD
potential theory. The part played by
zeros, poles and residues is explained.
The connexions between carrier fre-
quency systems and I.F. systems are
shown.

The second chapter deals with trans-
mission factors for passive and active
systems. Matrix algebra and transforms
are used in dealing with network analysis
and the transmission factors of systems
containing valves, i.e. active systems, are
briefly discussed.

The third chapter is devoted to ques-
tions of stability, stability criteria and
stabilization. The mathematical condi-
tions of stability are explained alge-
braically and by methods of the theory
of functions. Hurwitz's and Nyquist's
methods for obtaining a stability criterion
are explained and the stabilization of an
amplifier circuit is discussed.

As already mentioned the fourth chap-
ter deals with the counter -coupled ampli-
fier. The errors caused by non-linear
distortion, by noise voltage and by fluc-
tuations of the amplification, the general
connexion and mode of action of coun-
ter -coupling, the reduction of faults,
passive networks, main amplification and
special cases are discussed and some
practical hints are given for the range of
application of counter -coupled amplifiers
and their design.

Of particular value also for mechanical
engineers concerned with regulating sys-
tems is the fifth chapter which deals with
mechanic, electric and mechanic -electric
transmission systems. The analogies
between mechanical and electrical
switching elements are shown and the dif-
ferential equations for simple connexions
are derived both for electrical and
mechanical systems.

The book is written in a very fluent and
readable style. A welcome feature is
that at the end of each chapter a concise
summary of its contents is given in a few
brief sentences. Throughout the book
numerous examples show the application
of the theories to selected problems. The
book is well produced though it must be
mentioned that some minor errors and
misprints besides those listed in a fly leaf
supplied with the book could be noticed.
The careful reader will find no difficulty
in tracing and correcting them. A list
of symbols used, of references to litera-
ture and an adequate subject index are
provided. Author and publishers nvw
be congratulated upon this valuable addi-
tion to the literature of a specialized
but important field of engineering.

R. NEUMANN.

Modern Electroplating
Edited by Allen G. Gray. 561 pp.. 40 figs.
Medium 8vo. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York. Chapman & Hall, London. 1953. Price
68s.

THE purpose of the book is to present
the details of today's commercially

available processes, not only to the elec-
troplating industry, but to those indus-
tries which may be considering or using
the processes. It is written by thirty-nine
experts, each currently active in his field
and each chapter contains references and
an adequate bibliography.

CHAPMAN & HALL

INTRODUCTION
TO
3-D

by

H. Dewhurst
A.R.C.S., D.I.C.

168 pages 57 figures 21s. ne

Ready September :

ELECTRONIC
MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS
by

E. H. W. Banner
M.SC., M.I.E.E., M.I.MECH.E., F.INST. P.

416 pages 253 figures 45s. net

37 ESSEX STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Keep up-to-date with
the aid of

this NEW BOOK
This new work of reference on
Permanent Magnets is one of the most
authoritative available on the subject.
The purpose -of the Book is to help
YOU to achieve required performances
at minimum cost, by efficient design

and use of the
most appropri-
ate materials.

PRICE 10f,

PERMANENT
3IAGNET ASSOCIATION

301 GLOSSOP ROAD, SHEFFIELD 10
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The Insulation of Electrical
Equipment

Edited by Willis Jackson. 340 pp., 80 figs.
Dewy 8vo. Chapman & Hall Ltd. 1954. Price
42s.

THIS book comprises a series of lec-
tures delivered at a post -graduate

vacation school at the Imperial College
of Science and Technology in London in
1952. Both theory and practice are
covered, or it may be expressed as the
physics and the engineering aspects, in-
cluding such subjects as the general pro-
perties related to structure of the mater-
ial, permittivity, dielectric loss and
breakdown, followed by the practical
aspects commencing with a classification
of insulating materials and chapters deal-
ing with specific fields of use, such as
communications, cables, machines, trans-
formers and switchgear. The final chap-
ter (No. XI) deals with insulation testing.
Authors include manufacturers and
non -manufacturers, and the whole is
edited by an acknowledged authority on
recent theoretical studies in insulating
materials. Although the electronic engi-
neer may not be interested in the applied
" power " chapters, other than that on
communications components, all the
fundamental physics will be of value, as
to all electrical engineers. There are
most useful chapter bibliographies which
include the relevant Standards, Reports
and Specifications of the B.S.I., E.R.A.
and R.C.S.C. as well as comprehensive
references to books and papers. Such
a book cannot fail to be a standard work
on the subject of insulation and its appli-
cation. The production of the book is
excellent and includes plates on art paper;
almost a novelty in these days of post-
war economies.

E. H. W. BANNER.

The Physics of Experimental
Method

By H. J. J. Braddick. 404 pp., 85 figs. Dewy
8vo. Chapman & Hall Ltd. 1954. Price 32s.

PRIMARILY
intended for advanced

students, this book gives practical data
and theory relating to experimental phy-
sics. Vacuum, optical, photographic,
nuclear physics and electronic circuit
techniques are described in sufficient
detail for their application in experiments
to be understood. A chapter is devoted
to magnetic and electrical measurements,
mainly the measurement of small volt-
ages and currents, and another deals with
the natural limits of such measurements.
These bring out many points not always
appreciated by physicists. A very useful
chapter deals with computation and the
evaluation of errors in experimental
results. Aspects of the mechanical
design of apparatus are reviewed, and
much useful data is provided on the
physical properties of traditional and new
materials of construction and their
working.

This very wide field is covered in 400
pages but, not only has Dr. Braddick
provided sufficient detail for students, he
has produced a very useful reference
book. The material is up to date and
lucidly presented with points illustrated
by well-chosen examples.

It is perhaps unfortunate that some
unusual symbols occur : for example, v

is used for frequency and Y for Young's
modulus. Though the book recommends
B.S.S. 530 for guidance on drawing cir-
cuits, unconventional and inconsistent
circuit symbols are used, and the circuits
are not always clear. Some component
values are given but are of little use since
valve types and the remainder of the com-
ponents are unspecified. The isolation
of apparatus from uncontrolled outside
disturbances, such as vibration, is dis-
cussed but there is little mention of tem-
perature or voltage stabilization. The
latter is represented only by a few circuit
diagrams which have strayed to the
nuclear physics chapter. These could
well have been included in the section
on feedback or, at least, a reference made
to the text books on the subject. Cloud
chambers are discussed at greater length
than is likely to be required by the aver-
age physicist. On the other hand, the
section describing kinetic vacuum tech-
nique is very brief. The usefulness of
the book to post -graduate readers would
be increased if there were more refer-
ences, particularly to text books, as these
are often more useful than specific
papers.

There are very few misprints in the
book, and the production is of a high
standard with a good index. Though
not attempting to be comprehensive, it
will nevertheless be of great value to
degree or research students, and to part-
time Higher National Certificate students
working in physics laboratories. It can
also be recommended as a work of refer-
ence to the practising physicist or the
electronic engineer working with physi-
cists.

M. W. JERVIS.

Magnetic Amplifiers and Saturable
Reactors

Edited by M. G. Say. 199 pp., 50 figs. Dewy
8vo. George Newnes Ltd. 1954. Price 21s.

PROFESSOR
SAY has edited a timely

volume, of value to practical engineers,
and a source of stimulation to designers
in its simplification of the subject of
many highly analytical scientific papers.

It is a measure of the calibre of the
contributors that they write from experi-
ence in such companies as B.T.H.,
Metropolitan -Vickers, Electro-Methods
and Elliott Brothers. It says something
for the editor's organizing ability that the
several sections are complementary and
of fairly even quality. This form of mul-
tiple authorship is often used in the
U.S.A., notably in the M.I.T. Radiation
Laboratory series, and it has the merit
that a textbook can appear more quickly
and be of wider scope than a review by a
single author.

In this case the latest reference given
is August 1953, and the book was issued
early in 1954: the publisher also issues
magazines and no doubt could provide
editorial facilities to speed up the process
further still. It is of interest that they
promise a volume on transistors, and
these two volumes together will under-
line the " new look " in electronics which
we may not yet fully recognize. For
example the authors mention a servo am-
plifier in which a magnetic amplifier
output stage took only 25mA as com-
pared with the 120mA of the valves it

replaced. Similarly we know of hearing
aids where the substitution of a single
transistor has multiplied the battery life
four times! These are engineering ad-
vances of the same order as the change
from cast iron to steel, and from steam
to jet engines. There will be few readers
of the present volume who will not be
introduced to at least some new applica-
tions of magnetics.

Mr. W. S. Melville contributes a clear
introduction to magnetic principles, and
treats the mechanism of saturable reac-
tors and magnetic amplifier circuits in an
easily followed step by step description,
with simplified analyses that will appeal
to the practical designer.

In a chapter on construction Mr. J. A.
Lunt sets out mechanical details which
probably have not appeared in a coherent
form elsewhere. Mr. Baracz outlines the
basic push-pull forms of magnetic ampli-
fiers, and Dr. Frost Smith and Mr. P. D.
Atkinson deal ably with the important
magnetic modulators, of which this must
be the first comprehensive review. They
then go on to describe many applications
in power control, and in instrumentation.

The comparison of performance of
sensitive amplifiers must depend on a
definition of the term " zero stability,"
and in attempting this on page 126 as
" the input power required to produce a
change of output equal to that produced
by zero -drift " the authors omit the nara-
meters of time and bandwidth or inform-
ation content, a not uncommon error.
Surely Williams and Noble's second har-
monic amplifier with a stability of 10-ts
watt and a bandwith of 3 cycles deserves
a better figure of merit than the contact
modulated amplifier of Liston for which
10-1Bwatt is quoted, although the time
constant is many seconds ? In no tease.
except figure 4-8, is the time interval of
the drift measurement indicated.

For future editions an attempt at some
such " figure of merit " is suggested,
together with a discussion of the inter-
changeability of its parameters such as
drift versus time constant. One refer-
ence is made on page 2 to amplifiers res-
ponding in one cycle of the supply, but
this important aspect is not pursued, nor
is there any attempt to explain why an
amplifier excited at 25kc/s can realize a
signal frequency response of only up to
3kc/s. The section on binary digital
circuits contains some useful data, but
it is less comprehensive than the surveys
made of the other applications.

DENIS L. JOHNSTON.

The Mechanism of Economic
Systems

By Arnold Tustin. 161 pp., 55 figs. Dewy
8vo. William Heinemann. 1953. Price 25s.

THE author is Professor of Electrical
Engineering in the University of

Birmingham and the book explains
recent advances in our understanding of
the mechanism of booms and slumps
and economic fluctuations generally. This
account will interest not only economists
and students of economics, but it also
provides for engineers and technicians an
approach to the possibilities of modern
economic developments in terms with
which they are already familiar.
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